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WESTERN

Volume XXIX

No.

Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, January

11

SHOOTING NEAR PYRAMID
Sunday afternoon about 2:30
o'clock George Haydon and Robert
Santa Fe, January 24 Neil B. M. Reynolds were putting up the
Samson, engineer in the employ frame work of a goat herder's
of the State engineer's office, will shack about a mile south of Pyra
leave here tomorrow for Grant mid peak when Eugene Curley
county to make a survey for the Holland of a neighboring cow
proposed State highway connect- camp came up to them, inquiring
to their mission on the ground.
ing Silver City and Lordsburg. as
Mr. Haydon informed him that
There is much sentiment in that they were putting up a shack to
county in favor of this road, and protect their herder during the
the greater part ofGrant county's severe weather. Mr. uoiiana is
share of the highway bonds pro- said to have thereupon laid his
ceeds probably will be spent on claim to the ground stating that he
on it. The present road is in was holding the property with his
very bad shape and in construct- squatter's right. It was alleged
ing the new highway the route that hot words ensued between the
men over the right of possesprobably will be changed con- two
0 sion of the ground and it is alleged,
siderably.
Mr. Haydon turned to walk
away Rolland pulled a six shooter,
pointed it at Haydon and snapped
Strike Is Settled
che trigger. The gun failed to dis
"The Clifton strike is settled." charge. As Mr. Haydon turned to
This welcomed news was flashed face Rolland the latter again pull
throughout the United States on ed the trigger. This time the gun
Tuesday morning, and immedi- discharged, the bullet entering Mr.
Haydon's left arm above the elbow
ately an influx to the big copper shattering
the bones. According
camps to the north of Lordsburg to an eye witness
Mr. Rolland staybegan.
ed at the scene of the shooting unMonday
meeting
afternoon til Mr. Reynolds had hitched the
At a
the employees of the Arizona horses to the wagon and helping
Copper Company, Detroit Copper Mr. Haydon onto the seat, drove
Company and the Shannon Cop- to Lordsburg. Dr. M. M. Crocker
per Company, they unanimously attended the injured man and' obvoted 'to return to work under tained passage for him on an east- bound freight train to Deming, all
the proposition offered by the passenger
being annulled.
managers of the three companies. At Deming trains
an operation was perA sliding scale of wage3 accord formed by Dr. Swope at ther hospi
ing to the price of copper, will tal and it is possible that the arm
be put into effect.
will toe saved. Mrs. Haydon folR. W. Bliss of this city, officer lowed her husband to Deming by
in the Arizona State Federation automobile.
"Curley" Rolland came in to
of Labor, was the first to receive
Lordsburg Sunday night and on
word of the employees resolution Monday
morning about 9 o'clock
and he left for Clifton on the first was placed
under arrest. His bond
train on Tuesday.
was fixed at $1,000 by Justice of the
Peace C. W. Marsalis. Bond was
Rnoapll Rnrrlptr. of the Santa furnished and February 3 set for
Rita Store Company, was among the date of preliminary hearing. A
d
interest is being
the "up north" visitors to the
snown m the case.
Bonney this week.

Goad Hews For the City

wide-sprea-

Row

r

TV

V

Rpllnrds

marl

final

proof on his homestead in the Ani
mas valley before U. .
Bush on Tuesday. T. J.
McCant and J. A. Leahy were wit
nesses.
A. notice has been posted in the
Lordsburir postofnce for applica
tions for postmaster at Shakespeare, N. M., to be received by the
first assistant postmaster general
not later than February 10.

WANTED
To purchase range for
300 or 400 head of cattle. Must
have living water and good grass,
and be a bargain. Address P. O.
Box 1027, El Paso, Texas.

Many complaints are being made
oi autoists in LorasDurs not carrying lights after dark. Several are
threatening to take legal action
against those not lighting up.

olving the Low
Cost of Buying
Everybody is talking about the high
cost of living, and racking their
brains for a solution.
That's easy ! All you have to do is to
, solve the "Low cost of buying."
Study carefully the Quality and the
Price before parting with your
money, for one is as essential as the
other. A few pennies saved on each
article used by the average family
would amount to a considerable
sum in the run of a year; it reduces
the cost of living.
We have solved the "Low Cost of
Buying" from the manufacturer,
and YOU will solve it when you
come to us, for "WE are slicing off
the pennies for you which the manufacturer had to slice off for us.
Meet us face to face, and you will go
home with a smile.
Call and look over our goods. Large
line to select from, all departments
A new line of King's Superb Candies
just received in the Drug Department

If you see it in OUR ad, it is So
We close at 6 o'clock p. m.
Tlie Baiie

Dmi Mercantile Co.
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COPIES. TEN CENTS

Week Sure to Be a Great

Pay-U- p

Business Stimulator

James A. French, state engineer,
sent the following letter to the
mpassable roads the
Lordsburg Chamber of Commerce
of autoists from Lordsburg, Dun- - which
is
and
Week.
pet in line for
an, Safford, Bowie and other which shows Mr. French's loyal
EVERYBODY
to puy a hill, in nine casos out of ten yes,
points in Arizona was postponed, nterest in this city and southern
in ninety-nincases out of h hundred is due to carelessness.
however, a committee from Lords- New Mexico:
Very few men mean to lie dishonest.
burg and several from Safford put Mr. Faris V. Bush,
Lordsburg Chamber of
Weeks. It has had its Paint-UThe country 1ms had its Clean-Un some hard blows in LI Paso this
Commerce,
week during the American NationWeeks. It luis hud its Go to Cliurth Sundays. Now there has
Lordsburg, N. M.
al Live Stock Association convenWeek slogan. The idea neemg to have
been instituted a Puy-t'Sir:
tion telling El Paso of the pro- Dear
hit h popular chord. Do your part in helping along the good work.
I
yours
have
18th,
of
in
which
the
posed changes in the Borderland
Communities which have taken up this slogan nnd carried it out
route and the actual road work ou invite me, at the request of the
to a finish have marveled it io results. It has brought unusual
west of Lordsburg, tending to make hamber of commerce .of Lords-- 1
prosperity in Ha immediate, wake.
the coastwise road from this city burg to join the motorists and good
oads enthusiasts of Lordsburg,
one of the best in the southwest.
WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED IN OTHER COMMUNIFollowing the call of Lordsburg N. M., Safford, Duncan, Solomon- TIES CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED HERE. EVERYBODY PULL FOR
ville,
Simon,
Bowie
Clifton,
San
to the road enthusiasts in Arizona
PAYUP WEEK. LOOK YOUR NEIGHBOR IN THE EYE. GET
a large number of responses were and Wilcox, Arizona, on a motor- ade to Deming and El Paso, leav- THE DOLLARS IN CIRCULATION.
PAY UP EVERY PENNY YOU
received but owing to the conditions of the roads all concerned ng Lordsburg January 24: your
OWE. YOU'LL FIND THAT IF ANYTHING IS OWED TO YOU IT
gave up the proposed motor trip. object being to retard the action
PAYING UP, PARADOXICAL AS IT
WILL BE FORTHCOMING.
of Douglas and Bisbee to turn off
Word from Duncan
MAY APPEAR TO SOME, WILL BE A CHEERFUL
PROCESS.
he
route
east
Borderland
of
Lords
Joseph I. Cohn, secretary of the
YOUR CONSCIENCE WILL BE CLEARER.
YOUR SLATE WILL
Duncan Improvement Club in a let burg and go via Hachita. I n5- BE CLEAN.
ter to the Lordsburg Chamber of íced by last night 8 paper there
Commerce, stated that the Duncan was about ten feet of snow at
There's nothing like getting n good example.
club had called a meeting to talk Lordsburg, and no doubt by the
When you puy your debts, others will pay theirs. Prompt payover the road matter and gave the 4th it will be practically ímpos- bie lor traveling in that country.
,
ments stimulate business.
proposed trip its hearty recom
However, I have just returned
mendation.
BE A BUSINESS STIMULATOR.
from the southern part of the
Dell Potter Wires
Dell M. Potter of Clifton, wired tate, and it will be impossible for
Week a success.
Io your part to make
an extensive telegram telling of ne to join the party at this time.
PAY UP YOUR DEBTS.
flood conditions at Clifton making ind as stated above, do not believe
will be feasible owing to the
it impossible for a delegation from storms
Others will pay theirs.
that have been all over that
that place to be present, and giv
ing l,ordsburg assurance of Clif iiart of the country recently.
A LONG
PULL AND A HARD PULL FOR PAY UP WEEK.
However, wish to state that the
ton's hearty cooperation. Mr. Pot
El
Paso and Arizona contingents
ter stated that at a latter date he
is confident gret results will be requested me to consider that road
obtained from the proposed motor from Rodeo to Hachita and to So- orro, but wish to state that I ex
trip.
K. W. Smith, secretary of the pressed my opinion that all the
PAY UP WEEK IN LORDSBURG
bafford, Ariz. Chamber of Com state fund would go on the Silver
road. The fact is
merce advised that a meeting of
the board of directors of their com :hat probably from Rodeo to Ha- will begin March 6th, ending March 11th. Do
hita would not be very expensive
mercial club was held and appoint
ed a delegate to meet the Lordsburg road to put into shape, but I feel
you owe these firms ? Roberts & Leahy, Eagle
delegation at EI raso. Globe also atished that neither the state nor
jounty
any
at
this
time
do
can
sent delegates to work for their
Drug Mercantile Co., W. F. Ritter, First
interests in the Southern National work between Rodeo and Hachita.
very
likely that any future
t is
Highway.
National Bank, Walter Rebusch, or any other
oad that is well built and main
Bowie Responds
J. H. Jaque, Bowie's chief boost tained will be the logical line of
business house in Lordsburg, or in southern
er, published the Lordsburg Cham- ;ravel for travelers cominar from
Douglas
or
and
Bisbee
from
Clif
ber of Commerce's letter in his
Grant County. Pay up Week is the time to
newspaper and also assured Bo ton, Arizona, goinir to El Paso
would
follow the better roads. Beclear up this indebtedness. Read the Pay Up
wie's cooperation in the matter of
íeve it will be the objective to
d
fair play in
traffic
open this road' from Deminjr to
Deming Gives Publicitv
articles weekly. P. S. Don't forget your
The Deming Graphic published Silver City and Lordsburg, both
subscription in arrears to The Wester n Liberal
an article in its issue of Friday y the county and state in the near
telling of Lordsburg's objections future, and disregard the other
to tne proposed chanire in the Bor work at this tima.
Very truly yours,
derland and of the auto trin which
JAMES A. FRENCH
was planned for Monday but which
State Engineer
Contractor McSwain will begin
nao to be abandoned.
Local and Personal
work within a week on an abode
The El Paso Herald published a WILL ORGANIZE GLEE
Through train service on the bungalow for P. J. Fairley; also
CLUB
very complete article telling of
Elizabeth Garrett arrived Espee wa resumed Wednesday. one for himself on
the road work now being done on in Miss
the Simpson
Lordsburg Saturday afternoor
the Borderland and
n
addition.
Mansfield
Mrs.
returned
Matt
from
home
her
at
Las
Cruces and
route, which was very valuable ad :onight (Friday)
will hold the first on Tuesday from a two weeks'
vertising for Lordsbursr and will meeting
At the Church of Christ next
of the proposed Lords visit with friends at El Paso.
do much good in letting autoists
Sunday
the subjects will be :
burg Glee Club at the home of C
W. B. Fonda of Safford, visited Morning, "The Trials and Tribuknow of the excellent road now W.
Marsalis where Miss Garrett his son and daughter, Mr. and
under construction.
lations of Christians." Evening
A special article sent out from will conduct her studio. All per Mrs. Archuleta, on Wednesday. " What is Man ?" being a defence
glee
in
interested
the
are
ions
club
Tombstone, Ariz., and published in cordially
Adinvited to be present at
L. W. Beetles of Los Arpeles. of the bible against Russell,
the Bisbee Review comments upon
vent,
isms.
and
material
other
organization.
in
and
aid
the
!:'0
city
in
wi:h
the
is
California,
the
the Liberal's protest to the change Miss Garrett is one of New Mexi- J. II. Hile, pastor.
in the Borderland.
o a most talented musicians and intention of making this his home
permanently.
Wm. Cassman of Santa Rita,
no one should pass by an opportu
was
here Wednesday visiting Mr.
nuy to obtain musical tutorage
Lost Southern Cross of Honor Thorne
of the Bonney mine. Mr.
Thanks to Arizona Press under her.
V. If pound please
engraved
U.C.
is a prospective nominee
Together with organizing the
Cassman
During the past four days the ilee club Miss Garrett will also return to Liberal office and re for sheriff of Grant county on
newspapers along the Borderland ake a small class of vocal students ceive reward.
the Republican ticket at the comLordsburg is glad to welcome
Route in 3outhern Arizona have
A. Thorne, manager of ing e'ection and has a strong
Harry
back and trusts her the Bonney Mine, purchased a following in the northern part of
been publishing press dispatches Miss Garrett long.
itay will be
special
and
new Ford roadster from the Scott the county, who are urging him
articles sent out bv
to get in the game.
The Western Liberal telling of
Garage this week.
PUBLIC SCHOOL NOTES
the beginning oí the belated work
Eleanor Long and Ida McGrath
the famous Border successfully passed examinations
in
land Route from Lordsburg to for entrance into the eighth grade
bteins to Kodeo following the and are now doing work with
mountain ridges. The newspap that class.
ers of Douglas, Bisbee, Tombstone
The honor roll for December
and other points have been kind was 9th grade, Mary Beam.
enough to publish Lordsburg
For January 10th grade, Inez
claim, and it is appreciated here, Clay; 3rd, Genevieve Bailey; 4th
The
Tombstone Merlind Fuller, Arabella Jones,
For instance,
Epitaph says as follows :
Florence Bliss.
"Lordsburg comes to time at
TOMATOES
of the spelling match
last, as the following wire to the hasThe date
I.'
J
changed
been
February
from
El Paso Herald will show. It is
until tnday, February 11th
probable that the Arizona motor- 4th
Everybody is invited to attend
cade would not have taken place and
Take our advice and buy
especially to inspect the ex
last week had Lordsburg show
of
school
work.
hibitions
is
spirit
evident from
that
only reliable canned goods.
the
L. C. Mersfelder, state director
the dispatch below. Lordsburg of industrial education, has written
You can't afford to take a
must realize that lucson, lomb Miss Iluggett, principal of the
stone, Bisbee, Lowell, Warren Lordsburg Schools as follows:
chance
with questionable
and Douglas want and must have,
"I have just noticed with much
stock for the sake of a few
yea, will have fair play even if interest an article in the Western
they have to go over into New Liberal concerning the industria
pennies.
Mexico and get it bodily. How work that is being done in you
ever, it .appears from the follow school. Allow me to congratulate
Our canned rjoods are of
ing that Lordsburg now realizes you and the teachers under you
supervison for the interest which
highest
quality, and the prices
that with the connections that you
seem to be taking in this work
the Borderland Route will have and to assure you of my hearty sup
ere low.
from the east, it is for them to port and cooperation in the pro
get in and get the traffic by their motion of industrial work in you
Safety first!
town. If the road from Steins to school. If at any time I can be o
Rodeo is to be the one best road, assistance to you, do not hesitate to
then bully for Lordsburg." The call on me.
"Trusting that I may have the
article in question follows.
pleasure of visiting with you
.Read tho LIBERAL ads this school sometime during the next
THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
week.
few months, I am,
Very truly yours,
The best job printing at the
MERCANTILE CO INC.
L. C. MERSFELDER'
Liberal.
Owing to inclement weather and
motor-cad- e
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Owner.

Pnbltshed Every Friday.

All men are born equal.
them outgrow It.

Many ol

Ootd now la measured by the amount
of ateel tt will buy.
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NEWS TO DATE

An unidentified American was she
to death In a battle with two Mexicans at the San Lorenzo ranch, near
Juarez.
IÍ1
It was stated Friday that eighteen
Vllllsta bandits, who participated !n
the massacre of Americans, had been
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF executed at Chihuahua City.
All streot traffic at Hamburg was
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
tied up by the unprecedented floods, Westorn Ntwnpiiper Union Now
THE WORLD.
COMINO EVENTS.
caused by a storm blowing water
Panhandle and
from the sea back up the Elbe river. March. Meeting
at
Stockniens'
Albuquerque.
At Guatemala City, Manuel Estrada
DURING THE PAST WEEK was declared
president of
has been
The
the republic for the term beginning closed. saloon at Eklund
r
March, 1917, and ruuning for six
A new cotton gin is to be built at
years.
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
Dayton.
The coronntlon of Yuan Shi Kal as
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
Silve City Masons may erect a new
Emperor of China has been postponed
indefinitely. The reason given of- business block.
PEOPLE.
ficially is the uprising in southera
Many land deals are'bclng made in
China.
Roosevelt county.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
The cathedral at Sora was deLac Crucej farmers will raise sugar
ABOUT THE WAR
stroyed by fire while services were In leets the coi.ilug season.
sail163
torpedo
Russian
progress throughout Italy commemobats sink
Plans are being drawn for a new
ing vessels on the Black sea.
rating the earthquake at Avezzano church to be built at La Lande.
The French have discovered a sub- and Sora a year ago.
Belen business 'men held a
marine base on Corfu Island.
Seven lives are known to have been
dinner that was large attended.
British submarine sinks Austrian lost and many persons are missing as
The scarlet fever scare at Farming-tothe result of a general storm of unpretorpedo boat in upper Adriatic.
Is over and the schools have reRussians push forward in Peisla to cedented violence that for a week has opened.
been sweeping the Hawaiian Islands.
150 mlics southwest of capital city.
Alamogordo is prepairlng to expend
An Anglo-Frenccorporation with a
Teutonic allies claim to have cap$2,000 more on her new amusement
capital
480,000,000
of
(about
leu
tured 3,000,000 prisoners since war
has been formed to buy up pavilion.
begun,
Edwain F. Coard was
all
grain, bo that the cenBelgium
reports
18.207
houses tral available
of the State Corporation Comclerk
powtrs
will
be
to
Import
unable
burned by Germans since they Inmission.
supplies.
needed
vaded country.
A committee to regulate the cost of
Arthur Jones has been appointed
BrltiBh relief column within seven living
at
by the fixing postmaster at Portales, to succeed C.
Juarez,
Méx.,
miles of
and big bat- of prices and 'profits was appointed O. Leach.
tle with Turks expected.
by Gen. Gabriel Gavira, Carranza
Pitt Ross of Albuquerque has been
Kaiser's proposed Invasion of Egypt commandant, who also announced commissioned a notary public by Govappears definitely settled as
that the bodies of Rodriguez and ernor McDonald.
next big move in war.
Rivas, Villa chiefs, shot after the
Former Governor Herbert J. Hager-ma- n
The Russians have captured Hassan force of Rodriguez had been defeated
of Roswell heads the Rifle Club
Kalah in Caucasus and driven Turks at Pearson, would reach the border so organized there.
twenty miles to forts of Emerum.
Americans might verify the report of
The Demlng Chamber of Commerce
Petrograd announces a great victory their execution.
has appointed a committee to raise a
over the Turks in the Caucasus. The SPORTING NEWS
budget fund of $6,000.
Moslems suffered heavily, according to
The baseball season will open April
Roy citizens have signed a petition
the Russian report.
22nd.
to prohibit the running of stock on
The French marked the surrender
Mike Gibbons of St. Paul knocked the streets of the town.
of Montenegro by an air ruid on Bui out Young Ahcrn In the first round
The new government sanitarium
gar positions northeast of Salonikl. of their scheduled
bout at and hospital at Mescalero has been
They killed or wounded hundreds o' St. Paul, Minn.
accepted from the contractor.
Bulgarians.
Vess Willard began preparation to
One thresher at Cuervo reports
Late reports indicate the announce- go to Excelsior Springs to train for
336,000
threshing
this
ment of the Montenegrin surrender his
bout with Frank Moran season, or more pounds of beans
ten
carloads.
than
was premature.
The Balkan nation next April In New York.
The taking of testimony in the
found Austria's terms too uncomproFormal transfer of the Chicago Naboundary dispute
mising and King Nicolás has fled to tional League Baseball Club from New Mexico-Texa- s
Italy.
Charles P. Taft "of Cincinnati to will be resumed some time in FebruReports from Berlin, Athens and Charles H. Weeghman of Chicago was ary.
Children playing near Alamo found
London Indicate the allies have deter completed In Chicago with the premined to force the Greek ruler to ak' sentation of a certified check for portions of a skeleton which It
them or quit his throne. Allied forces $500,000, the purchase price, by Mr. thought to indicate a murder In that
control Corfu, Salonikl and Corinth Weeghman to Charles Schmalstig, vicinity.
giving them bases that practically personal representative of Mr. Taft.
With 150 delegates in attendance,
surround Greece.
Tex RIckard and Samuel McCrack-en- , the annual convention of the Allianra
was held at Albuwho made the original offer of
WESTERN
for a
bout in New York querque.
Billy Sunday closed a successful
In a runaway about fourteen miles
campaign at Syracuse, N. Y. Net re between Jess Willard and Frank Mo-raIncreased that offer to $49,500. from Roswell,
was
Tom
Kindel
turns, $23,112.27.
They
come to an agreement with thrown from his wagon and sustained
The Bessemer and Lake Erie rail Moran have
by which the Pittsburg man's a broken arm.
road has placed an order with a Pitts end of
the purse will be $17,000 Instead
burg company for 2,000 steel cars to
Gerald Brooks, who until recently
of $15,00, and have wired to Willard
cont about $2,000,000.
held
the job .as assistant engineer at
and his manager that they will give
One dead, thousands homeless and the world champion $32,500, the orig- Fort Stanton, was arrested at Capitán, on a charge of forgery.
property damage estimated at more inal offer having been $30,000.
than $1.000,000 was the toll Friday of
An order for 1,050 shade trees has
Miss Loula Long of Kansas City,
floods ::n northern Illinois.
horsewoman of renown, whose sterling been placed with a Deming nursery
The
Five negroes taken from the Worth champions of the tanbark have tri- by the Chino Copper Company.
Cemnty Jail at Sylvester, Ga., were umphed in Denver, St. Louis, Chicago trees will be planted at Hurley.
banged to one limb of a tree on the and New York time and time again
Bernabé Baca, centenarian, former
outskirts of StarkvilleGa.
over the greatest stables of the coun- secretary of state, and Civil War vetTownspeople of Vandervoort, Ark., try, met her match at the stockyards eran, died at his home in Old
armed with shotguns, pursued and stadium in Denver as Miss Katherlne
He was 110 yeprs old.
killed
an unidentified man who Williams, a tiny Denver girl, who
Justice of the Peace Noble of Cló-vi- s
robbed the Bank of Vandervoort.
drove the
equlnes of John
gave seven men caught playing
Eight states were storm-swep- t
the poker at Texlco a sentence of thirty
last L. Bushnell of Ohio,
week. Five persons were drowned in coveted ribbons frcm the reach of the days in jail and a $50 fine each.
Oklahoma. Snows in Arizona and Kansas City woman.
Sam Smith of Folsom, a rancher,
New Mexico tied up railroad trains.
GENERAL
reported murdered, was killed by the
A resolution calling for the submisStrikers in the Arizona mines have accidental discharge of a rifle he was
sion of a woman suffrage constitution made an offer to return to work.
taking from the wall of his house.
al amendment at the South Carolina
Oscar Hammerstein, former grand
The Roosevelt county road board
General Assembly was defeated by a opera Impresario, was adjudged a
has arranged a definite plan of mainwte of CI to 51 in the lower house.
bankrupt at New York.
tenance for the Portales-Clovls- ,
road,
Surrounded on north, er.st and west
Governor Whitman' at Albany, N. Y., and will keep one man at work on
by flood waters and faced by the Pa dismissed John B. Riley as state suthis stretch all the time.
cific ocean, Long Beach, a California perintendent of prisons.
One thousand stray burros In Siersummer and winter resort of 40,000,
Blackmailing operations carried on
was temporarily converted into an Is- at the seaside summer roBorts, net- ra county were sold at Hillsboro at a
land, with Its industrial section in the ting more than $250,000 were revealed quarter apiece.
lowlands covered with from three to by two arrests in New York.
The Postoffice Department has
eight feet of water.
Enrique Perez Rul, secretary to turned down bids for carrying the
WASHINGTON
Gen. Francisco Villa, escaping through mail between Estancia and
declaring all of them too
Secretary McAdoo asked a deficien the lines of the Carranza government,
cy appropriation of $594,000 to com- was in El Paso and renounced further high. The bids ranged from $3,000 to
$0,000 a year.
plete the approaches to the Lincoln revolutionary activities in Mexico.
memorial.
K. M. Chapman of the state museum
J. A. Mcllee & Sons, tunnel conSixteen submarine bases, divided tractors of Denver, have been award- has forwarded a series of drawings,
between the Atlantic and the Pacific, ed a $750,000 verdict against Foley illustrating the paintings found last
are among projects in the naval pre- Brothers, contractors representing the summer In the cliff dwellings, to the
paredness program. Admiral Stanford Canadian Pacific Railroad, by a Judg- Chicago Art Institute to be used in Iltestified before the House Naval ment of the Privy Council of Eng- lustrating lectures.
Committee.
land.
Of the $100,000 Luna county bond
Germany's proposal to Incorporate
Madame
E. Lanel, wife of the Issue, there will be $25,000 available
in 'he settlement of the Lusitania case French minister to Brazi', who died for the road work this year. In all,
a reservation of any admlaslon of In Rio Janeiro, was Miss Amy McKee, $47,000, which Includes Luna's $22,000
wrong-doinby her submarine com
the daughter of Mrs. Sam Bell Mc- share of the highway bond proceeds,
mander Is understood to have been Kee of Oakland, Cal. She is survived is in Deming banks to meet the
rejected by the United States.
by her husband, mother, a brother year's expenses.
Secretary of the Interior Franklin and two sisters.
Miss Dorothy Myers, daughter of
K. Lane has announced the creation
Using a saw made from a knife the McKinley county clerk,
has reby President Wilson of three new oil stolen from the dining room and cutand gas withdrawals In the .West. Two ting through boards eight Inches thick, ceived an invitation to take part in
play given by the Associof these are In Montana and total twenty-fou- r
white convicts whose the annual
ated Authors, Artists and Illustrators
498,000 acres. The other la In North terms range from one year to life senNew York, and has left for the
Dakota and embraces 85,000 acres
tence, escaped from the state convict of
metropolis
to begin rehearsals.
a total of 683,000 acres.
farm at Cummins, Ark.
The Fort Sumner Commercial Club
President Wilson plans to speak In
With denunciation of what he is making elaborate plans to entertain
In PlttBburg, Cleveland, Chicago, SL termed Germany's "cynical disregard
the Guadalupe county teachers when
Louis, Kansas City St. Joseph, Des of the obligations of international hu- they meet in
that city, Feb. 11 and 12.
Moines and Davenport on the first manity," on the one band, and with
Colfax county has opened new roads
trip be will take to lay his national high praise for German "national effiTaylor Springs east to the Un
defense program before the country. ciency" and care of its workers on the fromcounty
line and to connect the secHe expects to leave Washington Jan. other, Theodore Roosevelt delivered ion
roads of the Springer tract
28 and remain away one week.
the principal address before the Na- tion line Springer-Tayior
with the
Springs
Secretary Lansing announced that tional Conference on AmericanizaTucumcarl. A dance at Quay was
Philadelphia.
at
tion
the Berlin foreign office had Informed
the scene of a serious cutting affray
The Ralr.er club, the principal so- as a roLuIt of which Hugh Cecil susAmbassador Gerard that all German
submarines in the Mediterranean have cial club In Seattle., Wash., was raided tained wcunds In the abdomen
and a
reported, and that none was concerned by deputy sheriffs, who confiscated man named Johnson Is
under
In the destruction of the British liner 400 quarts of whiskey, champagne,
gin and other Intoxicants.
Persia.
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Kottth-wente-

If a man la a fool there la no aucb
thing aa keeping him quiet
It certainly
Let the girls giggle.
docs seem to do them lot of good.

Sunrise la the biggest noiseless
thing that happens from day to day.
Even persona who never tried It will
tell you that honesty Is the beat policy.

"Sinister Influences" are also among
the things always found on the other
aide.

Hands across the sea have given
place to band grenades across the
trench.
Even a great war cannot be conducted without the assistance of a literary bureau.

Asscx-lallon-

n

$,-000,00-

There are two sides to every question except a love tragedy, which usually baa three.
The fellow who wrote that time flies
was Interested In his work. The loafer doesn't believe It.
Aa the rage for fox furs refuses to
wane, this promises to be an unusually hard year on rabbits.

Next to playing the guitar, the most
useless accomplishment is being able
to write good love letters.
Outside appearances are said to
mount to little, but the way a man
has his hair cut can speak volumes.
A puny grievance, if faithfully
nursed today, will be as big as a three-rin- g
clicug tent by tomorrow morning.

In 48 cold storage houses there are
1,000,000,000
eggs, all staying strictly
fresh, of course, until otherwise notified.

To be in the game right, every
chauffeur ought to cut a notch In
his steering wheel each time be
makes a killing.
Bad habits are particularly Irrltat--in- g
because so many people have the
bad taste to enjoy the kind you don't
ee any sense in.

Gtr-.nony-

ten-roun-

ten-roun- d

$45,-00-

If the growing generation Is not one
exclusively made up of mechanical
geniuses It will not be the fault of the
mechanical toy makers.
The man who prays, "Give us this
day our dally bread" with a hoe in his
band is not very apt to go hungry. Uia
prayer will be answered.
may
American
waste large sums of money In efforts
to secure peace. But there are worso
ways of wasting money.
A French nobleman has been jailed
for using a cemetery as an orchard.
Over in Europe, It appears, the dead
are given much more care than the
living.

Women are accused of spending
more money on their bats than would
support the United States navy. But
women are more beautiful than bat-

tleships.

Despite the schoolman's complaint
against the study of grammar, children of today do not learn enough
grammar to make their speech painfully precise.
Naturally enough. If educational experts cannot see any reason why algebra should be taught in the schools,
nobody else need try.
The resourcefulness of America Is
shown by the fact that this country
Is now able to get up most of Its own
fashion news.
Now that the fly swatter la no longer needed at home, why not take It

along to use on the man who talks
about his furnace?

If Europe can ever get back to "the
verge of war" she will probably make
a sensible and persistent effort not to
be pressed across It.
We shall take It unkindly of the distant future if it harbors the assump-

tion that the people of the twentieth
century read all the current poetry
and enjoyed It.
If the department of agriculture
would invent some kind of forage crop
that would feed the touring car, as
Well as tN) horse, farmers might be
willing to buy the seeds.
Foreign Impressions that America Is
wedded to the dollar are being borne
out by the way In which It Is coming
back to Its own true love.
A Columbia professor says that gardening Is just as good exercise as playing golf. Evidently be does all bis
Coif playing with the niblick.

It Is none of our business, but It
eems to us that It would be a very
prosy sort of courtship If the prospecbad to be around
tive motber-ln-laall the tima.

0

Hlspano-Amerlcan-

o

ten-roun- d

Albu-queque- .

blue-bloode-

Moun-tainai-

-

ro-td- .
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VERDICT

F0RS16,700 Í70L1AÍI AVOIDS

OPERATION

ANBY BREACH OF
PROMISE CASE.

IN WADDELL--

Jilted Girl Gets Most for Mental anguish, $700 for Trousseau and
$800 for Traveling Expenses.
Western Newspaper Union New Service.
Santa Fé, N. M. A verdict for the
plaintiff and awarding $16,700 was reported by a Jury in the $o0,000 breach

of promise suit of Miss Margaret Wad-del- l
of Los Angeles, against A. R.
Manby, a business man of Taos, N. M.
The verdict fixes the value of the
plaintiff's trousseau at $700; deciies
that Miss Waddell spent $800 on transportation incidental to the courtship,
and that Manby secured a total of
$1,850 from her.
Expenses incidental to awaitln?
Manny's arrival for the weddin?,
which had been set, according to testimony at the trial, in 1912, were
placed at $1,000. Damages for mental
anguish were fixed at $12,000.

1

Medicine Which Made Sur
geon's Work Unnecessary.
Aatnrla. N. Y.
"For two venns T
was feeling ill and took all kinds of
tonics, i was ret
intf worse everyday.

I had chills, my head
would ache. I was
always tired. I could

not walk straight
because of the pain
in my back and I had
pains in my stomach. I went to a
doctor and he said I
must 0 under an
operation, but J. dhl
not go. I read in
the DQDer abont
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and told my husband about it I
said 'I know nothing will help me but I
will try this.' I found myself improving from the very first bottle, and in two
weeks time I was able to sit down and
eat a hearty breakfast with my husband, which I had not done for two years.
of health and
I am now in the best
did not have the operation."
Mrs.
John, A. Koenig, E02 Flushing Avenue, '
Astoria, N. Y.
fcvery one dreads the surgeon s kr.'fe
and the operating tabla Sometimes
nothing else will do ; but many times
doctors say tney are necessary when
they are not Letter after letter comes
to the Pinkham Laboratory, telling how
operations were advised and were not
performed; or.if performed, did no good,
but Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Death Rate Could Be Reduced.
s
Santa Fé. That probably fifty per
cent of the deaths in New Mexico
could be prevented by proper state
supervision was the startling declaration made here by Dr. L. G. Rice of
Albuquerque, president of the State
Board of Health, speaking for that
body. The board convened here as a
board of medical examiners to examused and good heal th followed,
ine phyBlciahs desiring licenses to
practice in New Mexico. The prelimTon want advice write to
If
inary steps to proper state supervision J,ydla K. Pinkham Medicino Co.
were outlined by Dr. Rice. The prin- (confidential), Iivnn.
cipal one urged Is a state appropria
Up to Date.
tion to permit the state board to com
Redd What was it the five foolish
bat disease by preventive measures
and the enforcing of quarantine regu- maidens in the Scriptures forgot?
Green Why er er gasoline.
lations.
as

Convicts Fed on 46c a Day.
Santa Fé. It costs a trifle over 46
cents a day to feed a convict in the
New Mexico penitentiary, according
to the annual report of the prison com
mission to the governor. This record
Is pointed to with pride, In view of
the present high cost of living. In
spite of the operation of a brick plant
and a largo successful prison farm
the report says the convicts have not
enough to do and a new Industry Is
badly needed.
The number of occu
pants during the past year reached
375, the largest on record. The prison
closed the fiscal year tv.Hh a surplus
of more than $4,500.
Ready to Fight.
Denouncing the outrages
In Mexico tud reaffirmingfor the
"citizens of Spanish or Mexican lineage In the state of New Mexico," their
'consistent, constant and unwavering
fealty and allegiance to the govern
ment of the United States,' a mass
meeting of Spanish-Americacitizens
of this state, held here offered the
services of such citizens to the gov
ernment in caso it should be found
necessary "for the honor of our flag
and the liberty of our citizens abroad,"
to send a force into Mexico.
Mexican-American-

s

Santa Fé.

n

Palomas Springs to Incorporate.
Hillsboro.
The county commission
ers of Sierra county received a petl

UK,

GLOSSY

HI

Girls! Beautify Your Hair! Make It
Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
the Moist Cloth.

Try as yon will, after an application
of Danderlne, you cannot find a single
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
One and downy at first yes but really new hair growing all over the
scalp.
A little Danderlne Immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. Tile effect is Immediate and amazing your hair will
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an
appearance of abundance; an incomparable luster, softness and luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer of true
hair health.
Get a 26 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderlne from any store and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's

tlon from the residents of Palomar
Hot Springs asking the incorporation all. Adv
of that settlement as a village.
All bachelors In Germany are now
being taxed according to their InOrtiz Acquitted of Gonzalez Death,
comes.
Los Lunas. Antonio Ortiz, c.hargod
with murder, was freed by an in
WHY SUFFER SKIN TROUBLES
structed verdict in his case.
Ortiz
was accused of killing Abran Gon- When a Postcard Will Bring Free
sales.
8amples of Cutlcura?
School Closed by Diphtheria.
Which give quick relief for all itchGlenrlo. School, has been cloicd
troubles.
temporarily in the Center district bo ing, burning, disfiguring skin
with the Cutlcura Soap and hot
cause of the appearance of several Bathe
water. Dry and apply Cutlcura Ointcases of diphtheria.
ment to the affected part. They stop
itching Instantly and point to speedy
Can't Be Salaried Clerk.
healment often when all else fails.
Roswell. A decision handed down
Free sample each by mall with Book.
by Judge John T. McCluer bars Mrs. Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
'
O. R. Haymakej from continuing as Boston.
Sold everywhere. Adv.
member of the board of education
Since the Chinese monarchy Is
because she acts as clerk of the
the emperor receives an
board and receives a salary of $35
annual allowance of $12,000.
month for so doing.
Smile on wash day. That' when you use
Governor Appointed Notaries.
Red Ctom Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
Santa Fé. Governor McDonald ap- now. All grocers. Adv.
pointed the following notaries public:
Katherlne Gertrude Sullivan,
Playing the fool is no difficult role.
Las
Vegas; Henry Doyle Murray, Tinnio;
Austin R. Moses, Tucumcarl; Clyde

0. Hill, Carrizozo.

,

Mora County Road
Wagon Mound. Complaints about
lack of maintenance of the Wagon
To

mound-Watrou-

s

road have adduced
that the entire
by the

the announcement
road soon is to be

state engineer.

Woman Cleared of Liquor Sale.
Santa Fé. Mary Huhn, charged
with soiling liquor to an Indian, was
acquitted In the Federal Court
Big Mora County Ranch Sold.
Santa Fé. The sale is announced
ot a syndicate of Eastern capitalists
for $250,000. of the La Cueva Ranch
Company's big holdings near Mora
Mora county, including 25,000 acres of

grazing and Irrigated land, flouring
mills and othor improvements. More
than 6,000 acres Is to be put under
ditch and the ranch heavily stocked
with cattle. More than $100,000 is to
be spent on improvements, It Is

When Housework Drags
Keeping house is hard enough
when well. The woman who has
a bad back, blue, nervous spells,
and dizzy headaches, has a hard
lot, for the family tasks never let
up. Probably It's the result of kidney trouble and not the much-feare"woman's weakness." Strengthen
the kidneys with Doan's Kidney
Pills. They are as harmless as
they are effective and may be used
for children with weak kidneys, too.
d

A Colorado Case
Mrs. D. I Orfffln.
ISO
Marlon gt- Denver, Colo., lays: "I
had awful palna In my
back, aldea end hip.
I couldn't sleep well
and often had to set
up and alt In a ohalr.
My joint swelled, so
did my feet and ankle. The kidney accretion
caused m .
-

terrible

suffering--

help me and finally I took Doan's Kid
ney' Pilla. They cured nie, restoring
tus to good health."
CUl Doan's at Aar Stan. BO a Baa

DOAN'S

FOSTER-MIL-

URN

vrv

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

WESTERN LIBERAL.
ON RUSSIAN LINES

RICH COLORS POPULAR

CREOSOTE F0Ü POSTS AND WIRE FENC1ÜQ

SAMPLE THESE HAM DAINTIES
Worth a Place at Any Table
Where Good Living Is Property
Appreciated.

Are
SUBDUED TONES HAVE NO PLACE
IN PRE8ENT FASHION8.

Get the Habit of
Drinking Hot Water

Before Breakfast

With Pickle Sauce. Buy a
piece of tender raw ham.
Remove the skin and neatly trim all
8ays we can't look or feel right
round. Heat a tablespoonful of lard
with the system full
In a saucepan, lay In the ham and
of poisons.
lightly brown for five minutes on each
side. Lift up the ham and place on a
Millions of folks bathe internally
plate. Put in the saucepan two ounces
of larding pork cut In small pieces, now Instead of loading their system
one small sound sliced carrot, one with drugs. "What's an inside bath?"
small sliced onion, one branch sliced you say. Well, It is guaranteed to per
celery, two branches of chopped pars- form miracles it you could believe
ley, one bay leaf, two cloves and one these hot water enthusiasts.
saltspoonful of thyme. Allow this mixThere are vast numbers of men and
ture to brówn for five minutes, mixing women who, immediately upon arising
occasionally, and add the ham. Moisten In the morning, drink a glass ot real
with a cup of hot water, and, if handy, hot water with a teaspoonful ot limetwo tablespoonfuls of tomato Juico. stone phosphate in it. This is a very
Season with half a teaspoonful of pep- excellent health measured It Is inper. Cover the pan and let boil for tended to flush the stomach, liver, kid
five minutes. Then place in the oven neys and the thirty feet of intestines
to bake for 35 minutes. Strain Into of the previous day's waste, sour bile
another saucepan and add six vinegar and Indigestible material left over in
pickles, finely chopped, one
the body which, If not eliminated every
of chopped capers, half a day, become food for the millions ot
teaspoonful of chopped parsely and a bacteria which infest the bowels, the
tablespoonful of vinegar. Lightly mix quick result is poisons and toxins
and boil for two minutes. Pour over which are then absorbed into the
the ham and serve. This dash requires blood causing headache, bilious atcareful preparation to bo tasty, but tacks, foul breath, bad taste, colds,
when properly cooked It is a meal In stomach trouble, kidney misery, sleepitself with a service ot potatoes.
lessness. Impure blood and all sorts
Delicious Ham Savory. Place in a of ailments.
People who feel good one day and
chopping bowl three ounces of cooked,
lean ham and chop for ten minutes badly the next, but who simply can
until it Is a smooth pulp. Then add not get feeling right are urged to obhalf a tablespoonful of good butter. tain a quarter pound of limestone
two teaspoonfuls of table sauce, half phosphate from any druggist or storea saltspoonful of cayenne pepper ant keeper. This will cost very little but
half a teaspoonful of mustard. Choi) is sufficient to make anyone a real
the whole well together for five min crank on the subject of Internal saniutes more and place this paste on a tation.
plate. Prepare six small round pieces
Just as soap and hot water act on
of toast. Divide the ham preparation the skin, cleansing, sweetening and
evenly on the toast and serve lmme freshening, so limestone phosphate
dlately.
and hot water act on the stomach,
liver, kidneys and bowels. It Is vastly more Important to bathe on the inHINTS TO HOUSEWIVES
side than on the outside, because the
skin pores do not absorb Impurities InDo not fry fish in butter.
Do not allow fish to stand in water. to the blood, while the bowel pores do.
Adv.
Very good fish chowder is made
with haddock.
It costs Great Britain on an average
When the top of the stove is red $1,500
a year for each man in regular
hot, the oven is not hot.
army at the present time.
Old velveteen should be saved for
polishing cloths.
Dry flour rubbed on tin with a newspaper will clean it beautifully.
Cheese Is very nourishing, and
should be served in many different
ways.
Do not forget whole hominy when
Ham

four-poun- d
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Modes Show a Return to the Styles
and Tints of the Eighteenth Century French Modistes Have
Fostered Idea.

7l4o

Despite the fact of black Spanish
gowns, there is no cessation to the
demand for bright colors. In the first
season, when there has been an alleged lack of dyes, women in mass
look like kaleidoscopes. Their gowns
fairly blaze in color, as they did dur
ing the Renaissance. This is more particularly true of gowns for the eve
ning than those for the street, thanks
to the good taste of our women. In
outdoor clothes, even when we choose
red and groen, we choose dark shades.
Burgundy red and Robin Hood green
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Four Barrels Used With the Alternate One Heated by Mean
neath the Extended Ends of the Pipe.

of Fire

Be-

(Prepared by the United Rtatei Depart- - enough in diameter
ment of Agriculture.)
ber of posts that
Osage orange, locust, red cedar, mulat one time.
berry and bur oak are the only kinds treat
tank should stand

of timber that when used for fence
posts last on an average more than
fifteen years. It is becoming increasingly difficult in the north central
states to Becure any of these at the
prices which prevailed in the past, and
the steady decrease in the supply and
Increase in the cost of timber of this
kind is turning the attention of farmers to the possibilities of substituting
posts of cheaper woods that have been
Experitreated with preservatives.
ments conducted by the United States
department of agriculture, and various state experiments have shown that
creosote in the cheapest and most efficient preservative, and that shortlived timbers treated with it will withstand decay as long as the more durable woods. In many localities there
is an abundant supply of cheap timber
which in its natural state is of little
By treating
value for fence posts.
this timber with creosote the farmer
can obtain his posts at a much smaller expense than would be involved in
the purchase of wood naturally suited
for the purpose.
The process of treating wood with
creosote is a simple one, and can be
done easily on the farm. The expense
of the necessary equipment depends,
to some extent, on the number of poBts
to be treated. It has been estimated
equipment should
that a double-tannot cost more than $50 and a single
tank, capable of treating two lots of
posts each day, should cost much less.
The posts that are to be treated
with creosote should be thoroughly
seasoned and stripped of their bark,
both outer or inner, in order that the
preservative may penetrate tne wooa.
After having been cut and peeled they
should be stored In piles through
which the air may circulate readily.
The first step in the treatment is to
place the posts in a tank of creosote
which has been heated to a temperature of about 220 degrees P. Here
they remain until the creosote has
penetrated through the sapwood, the

to hold the num
it is Intended to
The liquid in the
about six inches
above the portion of the post that will
be underground when set in position.
The tank may be built over a fireplace
with the lire directly under it, or
steam colls placed within the tank
where they will not be in the way of
the posts.
It does not pay to treat a naturally
durable wood with creosote because

frlJin.
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cheaper timber. Experiments have
shown that beech, birch, gums, soft
maple, poplar, sycamore, willow and
pin oak respond very readily to treatment. With these the cost is approxi
mately ten cents per post. Creosote
may usually be obtained from hardware dealers.

French orphans.

Making It Look Like Angora.
And, by the way, do you knit? Then
do make for yourself or someone else
a sweater of the fascinating teazle
wool that looks like Angora when the
garment is finished. And how do you
get this result?
By brushing the
sweater up the wrong way with a wire
brush after it is all knitted. Harper'

Bazar.

Buckles Much Used.
Duckies ot an sorts are usee as
trimming. On some of the severe
Whether we use registered seed, shapes in beaver hats a wide buckle of
poor
cost
seed
good grade aeed or
the
Jet, celluloid or bone is used, wfth
of production is the same, but the re band of corded ribbon as the sole

ir
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YIELD FROM PURE SEED

Quite Evident That Seed Growing It
Fairly Remunerative Business-Interes- ting
Figures.

if J
i h
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Crystal.
Yet, In contrast to these gorgeous
A Specially Constructed Treating Out
colors the new frocks are in blue and
fit With Boiler for Steam Heat Cre- pink, the Watteau shades. Worth
osote and, a Crane for Handling sends over a pale rose brocaded satin
Posts and Poles.
gown trimmed with rhinestones, 'which
the fibers are so hard to penetrate that is lightened by tulle; the price paid
the operation is an expensive one. for it was nearly $1,100, and the only
Moreover, after treatment, wood of reason that one is not rebellious over
this kind is no more valuable than such a price is that the money goes to

BIG
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are the fashionable tones.
There is also a soft leather tone
in duvetyn that looks like suede,
which has crept in among the other
street ones and which is very much
liked; it is especially effective in top
coats that are worn over black and
dark blue gowns, and it lends itself
easily to skunk for collar and cuffs.
In the evening, however, the picture
changes. Not only are gorgeous colors
indulged In, but they are loaded down
with gold and silver lace In the Vene
tian manner. Certain women have al
reaay taken up the idea of getting
their house gowns from Venice, and
the wearing of these is not out of
keeping with the whole picture of eve
ning clothes.
Not only color, but a great deal of
metal tissue is Incorporated in clothes
Doucet has sent over a vastly expen
sive but very lovely evening frock
made of stiver tissue, which is em
broidered in crystal flowers, In the in
tricate workmanship of the eighteenth
century.
Cherult has introduced the idea of
making loose bodices of silver tissue
over short skirts of rich velvets, and
another quite lovely evening gown Is
of blue and gold net over a skirt of
gold tissues. One of the best gowns
warn at the opera was of bright green
velvet and lace over a petticoat of sil
ver lace, which was mounted on silver
tissue. The gown was trimmed with
wide bands of emeralds and rhine-stones worked on silver net. An effec
tive frock worn at one of the smart
dances was of thin silver tissue, with
a short skirt bordered with Kolinsky
the bodice of silver tissue mounted
over fresh pink tulle, the long, flow
ing Italian sleeves of tulle edged with
KolinBky, the white belt of black and
wnite crystals. Beneath the short
skirts were square pantalettes of sil
ver lace and the slippers of silver tissue had oblong buckles of Jot and

1

turns are different. Wby not, then, trimming.
use the seed which will give us the
greatest profits?
SILK SPORT COAT
If proper cultural methods are prac
ticed and good registered seed sown,
there should be no difficulty in secur
bushels of oats
ing yields of sixty-fivper acre, and in some casos a much
higher yielj may be secured under
This grain
favorable conditions.
should give at least sixty per cent
marketable seed depending of course
on the season. The price received for
tho beBt seed varies somewhat depend
ing upon supply and duruar.d; perhaps
n
90 cents cor bushel would be a fair
average price. Seme growers, however, receive $1.25 per bushel for small
lots of choice seed oats. At these fig
ures, then, we would have 39 taiftls
of seed oats, and 26 bushels of feeding
oats in addition to the straw from one
acre. Or to state the case more concretely the feeding oats and the straw
would almost pay the total coBt of pro
duction, including interest on the valu
ation of the land. The 39 bushels of
seed should give a return of $30 to
$40. It the total yield of 65 bushels
was said for feeding purposes it would
realize not more than $26. With poer
seed there would not have been 65
.
bushels to sell. Thus it is quite evl Silk sweater-coa- t
woven in broad
dent that seed growing is a fairly re
stripes of white and a color, trimmed
munerative business.
with braid matching the dark stripe
tfmi crochet buttons. Knitted muf8upport for Crape Vines.
fler and cap with plain band an
A good way to support grape
tarn crown matching the muffler
vines that have been set in a row is
with posts and smooth wire. Set
To Launder Tatting.
posts very firm in the ground, about
To launder tatting successfully,
ten feet apart, on these posts fasten baste It firmly to a Turkish bath towel
three smooth wires, fence fashion, and proceed to wash it as it It were
and to these wires tie the grape a part of the towel. When nearly dry
branches with strips of goods of suf press the tatting, still on the towel,
ficient strength to hold the vines in then carefully remove the basting
place.
After froBt the branchei threads and you will find your tatting
should be V.U1 cut back.
almost like new
e
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Small Treating Outfit for Poles and
Posts In Which Metal Drums, in
Which the Cresote Was Shipped
Are Used for the Tank The Oper
ator Carelessly Allowed the Creosote to Boil Over and the Whole

Thing Caught Fire.
time required to accomplish this de
pending upon the kind of timber. Soft
woods will be penetrated more readily
and will absorb more crecsote. When
the posts are taken from the hot creosote they are placed in a cold creosote
bath and left there for several hours,
The hot creosote causes the air in
the wood to expand and forces out
part of it. In the cold creosote the
internal air contracts again. The par
tial vacuum which is thus caused
draws the preservative into the wood
cells. The same effect may be produced by leaving the posts in the first
creosote bath until the liquid has
cooled. This, however, requlros much
more time, and if this method is em'
.ployed, only two batches of posts can
be treated in a day. Where there are
two tanks, one for the hot and one for
the cold cresote, the process may be
.carried on continuously.
The tank used should be large
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table-spoonf-
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Suit of olive green broadcloth made
on Russian lines. The skirt Is plain
except for three plaits let In at each
side. The coat Is trimmed with heav
ier fur with
collar. Buttons
are covered with the broadcloth and
the belt Is made of It.
fur-line- d

VARIOUS EFFECTS IN

LACES

Novel Ideas Have Lately Been Intro
duced, With Results That Are
Most Gratifying..
Spangled allover laces are In opal
escent effectB, wave and floral designs
for instance, a large orchid heavy
with purplish spangles and silver.
Laces In band, galloon, edging and all
over designs are worked in frosty sil
ver or glittering gold. Some effects
have touches of color with silver.
Black net with silver leaves is very
In silver
handsome, and fleurs-de-li- s
are charming on black or white.
White nets have silver or gold span
gles.
Silk nets in lavender, violet,
rose, flesh, light blues, yellow, cream,
black, gray and tan are embroidered
in silver or gold.
Bolero Jackets and flounces with
scalloped lace edge are novel when the
net is well covered with fine soutache
braiding in lace patterns. The braid
may be silk, silver, gold or steel, giving a metal incrusted appearance.
Black chantllly lace is used for the
skirt of a dress under a metal silver
tunic.

Hoopsklrts Established.
Hoopsktrts and bustles have estab
lished themselves in winter favor, but
both confine themselves to picturesque
adaptations of genuine hoopskirt and
bustle fashions instituted years ago
The hoop Is as likely to be located
around the knees, or even the hips, as
at the skirt's hem, and the bustle is
usually a very Inconspicuous arrangement of crinoline, affording support to
hip draperies. Bustles over the hips,
Indeed, are more often seen than the
bouffant effect at the back.
The latest development of the hoop-skiidea is shown in a handsome fur
coat, flaring well at the knees and held
out from the figure by a stiffening of
wire, hidden beneath the skunk-fu- r
old-styl- e

rt

border.
Heavy Brocades.
Brocades, indeed all materials, have,
strangely enough, a stiffness not so
suggestive of youth as the frocks of
which they are fashioned. Fabrics,

notably the failles and grosgrains.

show metal medallions which heretofore have not had a youthful appearance. Yet so Bubtle is the art of looms
of today that these brocades are of
a lightness and piquancy of design
which make them adaptable to youthful frocks, says Vogue. In the more
dignified gowns, brocades of all sorts
some in the scroll patterns, some in
allover patterns, and some merely
with a large medallion on a background of gropgraiu will be' used, but
not to tho exclusion of velvet or 3t
the plain taffetaB.

Buttonlees Blouses.
buttonlcss blouse will meet
the need of the woman who is always
In a hurry. It Is of soft white satin
veiled with white chiffon from right to
left. A collar of the white satin rises
high at the back, turns ovor and then
extends downward the entire length
of the Burpliced front. A snap button
holds the loose fronts at the bust Une,
and another fastens the waljtband.
Of course, this dainty blouse has long
sleeves and they bell a little over the
A new

DYSPEPSIA

planning nourishing and inexpensive
dishes.
French fried potatoes dipped in
cornmcal before frying are excellent
Baked Apple Dumplings.

Select tait apples, pare and core
them and cut In quarters. Three large
apples should make six dumplings
The dough Is made as follows: Two
and a half cupfuls of flour, one heap
ing teaspoonful of baking powder and
one teaspoonful of salt. Sift these In
s
gredlents together. Rub
cup of lard into the flour and mix
with enough cold water to make
dough which can be easily handled.
Divide the dough In six parts and roll
each part out large enough to hold
the apples. When the dough is rolled
put the apples in thé center and fold
the dough over It, pinching the ends
together. Bake in a shallow buttered
dish In a moderate oven and serve
with cream and sugar.
two-third-

iDJIDIGESIi!

"Pape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
gassy stomachs in five
Time it!

minutes
You don't want

a

slow remedy when

your stomach is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't Injure it.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in giving relief; its harmless-ness- ;
its' certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures in indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made It famous the world

over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
your home keep It handy get a large
t
case from any dealer and
then if anyone should eat something
which doesn't agree with them; If
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructations of acid and undigested food
Corn Pudding Au Gratín.
cream remember as soon as Pape's Diapepsin
Dice two tablespoonfuls
f
pint comes in contact with the stomach all
cheese, and mix with
f
canned corn. Add
pint milk such distress vanishes. Its prompt
f
egg,
tea- ness, certainty and ease In overcoming
one
spoonful sugar,
f
teaspoonful the worst stomach disorders is a revesalt, and pepper to taste. Now melt lation to those who try it. Adv.
one tablespoonful butter in baking
Philosophers are men who Imagine
dish, pour in the mixture and sprinkle they are in the foolproof class.
bread crumbs over top. Bake In a
quick oven. When I open a can of
corn, I always divide it In two, and
MOTHER! LOOK AT
make two different dishes of it. Boston Globe.
flfty-con-

one-hal-

one-hal-

well-beate- n

one-hal-

one-hal-

Veal Scallop.
Chop cold roast veal very fine, put a
layer In the bottom of a pudding dish,
season with salt and pepper, cover
with a layer of rolled crackers and
bits of butter; wet well with milk and
continue until dish Is full. Wet the
whole with broth and milk; invert a
pan over It so as to retain steam and
f
hour.
bake
one-hal-

Italian Salad.
One cupful of shelled peanuts, four
large bananas, a few white grapes and
one cupful of mayonnaise dressing.
Put the peanuts through a food chopper; split the bananas and dip them
in the dressing, then roll in the nuts.
Serve on crisp lettuce leaves garnished with the grapes.

Tomato Timbales.

Boil two cupfuls of tomatoes and
half an onion five minutes. Thicken
with a teaspoonful of dissolved flour.
Cool, add three beaten eggs and fill
small buttered molds. Set In a pan ot
hot water and bake until firm like

custard.
Baked Onion With Cheese.

GHILDVfOHGUE
cross, feverish, constipated,

f

give

"California
of Figs."

Syrup

laxative today saves a sick child
Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish ; stomach
A

tomorrow.

lour.
Look

at the tongue, mother! If coat-id- ,
or your child Is listless, cross,
breath bad, restless, doeBn't eat
íeartlly, full ot cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because it Is
perfectly harmless, and In a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "inside cleansing" Is ofttimes all
that Is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given In any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syruyei
bottle of
Ask at the store for a
"California Syrup of Figs." which has
full directions for babies, children ot
plainly
all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
fev-irls- h,

Inch
Peel and cut out in one-haslices large white onions. Parboil in
salted water, drain, and arrange In a
hand.
buttered baking dish with bits of but
ter, and bake until soft; then sprinkle
Too many of the things we wait for
with salt, pepper and a layer of
Worth Remembering,
Tail, thin women bad better try on cheese. Return to the oven long are not worth the delay.
tbelf new bats before pier glasses enough to melt the cheese.
Pilo Rolieved by HrM Appllrallnn
An ouih1 miiuli 1T br PAZO IjIM'MWT tk
rather than to be fitted to a smart
rmHly fur ll torna ut fllus. DruoflM
onlvrl
Worth Knowing.
nlnud aiuovr It It lull, tu.
model sitting before a dressing table,
on
ironed
should
Dark
calicoes
be
for many smart shapes are tall as
California's mining properties last
church steeples and quite as conspicu the wrong side with irons that are not year numbered 658, ot which 277 are
too
hot
ous. Philadelphia Public Ledger.
gold mines.
lf
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Entered at th Tout Offlr
C',
Mrxiro, at So-on-

at Lordbunr, tirm
Mail Mattrr '

Br FARI8 V. HUSH.
Editvr and Ownr

Winona Wagon For Sale: Good
írn tna'nq ia if unvl ' Our beautiful Society Editress
and then the per- has bought himself a new calabash as new. Three and
now
wonder if
forming faction gets off on the pipe and has cut out cigaretts. axle. Price $37.50. Enquire at
wrong foot and urges something Last week the Editress pprained Liberal office.
his wrist and anybody who ever
that seems impractical to others! tried
to use the shears with the left
IN THK DISTRICT COI BT OP THK SIXTH
Suppose this is true would it not hand will sympathize
with him.
Jt'DICIAI. DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
be better to find it out as a unit
NEW MKXICO. WITHIN AND FOR THK
Lordsburg
A
this
awful?
Isn't
COl'NTY OF GRANT.
than to have some business men gentleman and his wife went into a
feel that the proposition would local restaurant and an attractive Charlie Irr.
,,
have succeeded but for the oppo- young lady dressed in black came
I
VS.
sition i
in and at at an adjoining table.
Can business men afford to fight
"An attractive widow," observed Lillian Chi. "aNotice of Pendnncy of Suit
Defendant.
,
each other ? Can the business of wifey coldly.
The above named defendant
notified
very
"Yes,
7
indeed, a
beautiful that a civil action in divorce ha hereby
any town stand such a thing
commenced
her in the almve entitled court and action
and charming widow," agreed Mr. nirainst
Not long, we answer, not long.
by thealxve named plnintliT, Charlie ChntiK. I.ee
enthusiastically.
Hlleiíinff ns grounds fin- snil action that the
We need in Lordsburg (a3 well Husband
defendant without just cause ha alan1oned
sighed
Yes,"
Mrs.
Wife,
wish
"I
plaintiff, and praying the court for n decree
as in other towns our size) a I were one."
dissolving the lionda of matrimony betwn
stronger bond of harmony for
and defendant, and fin general relief.
Whoops my Dear We are go- plaintiff
Now. therefore the paid Lillian Chung I.O.
the public good in all matters ing to have a divorce in these col- defendant
aa nfordsaid, ia hereby notified that
she ia required to nttear in anid court on or
pertaining to the progress and umns I fear.
before the Mh day of February A. D. I91f. the
growth of our city.
upon her by publidate of completion of
Hint to June Brides: It is well cation, nnd that unless she so appears, answers,
In all pulling together Lordsdemurs or pleads, judgement by default will lie
to
your
out
send
invitations early rendered against her in said action and the
burg is going to be the best little
now in January. When peo- plaintiff will apply to the court for the relief
Let's plesay
city in the Southwest.
lor in hissaul complaint.
receive invitations late they are prayed
siorliingstnr. whose post office Is LornsA.
begin pulling now !
Wew Mexico, is attorney for the plnintiff.
often out of funds and gifts may burg.(tness
hand and seal ot mud cuurt this
not be as numerous as otherwise. loth day ofmv
January A. D. 1"16.
K. B. VF.NABLK. Clerk.
your
Have
folinvitations
as
read
J. A. SHirLK.Y. Deputy.
SOCIAL SLOP
lows: "Mr. and Mrs. Blank request (Jan.
4)
your presents at the wedding, etc."
Br SALLY SLINGIT
For this hint the Editress will ac- IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THK SIXTH
JLPICIAI. IiISTK.ICT OH THK. STATK OH
Following cept more invitations to tea.
Note A
iF.Hitorial
NEW MKXICO, WITHIN AN I) FOR THK
COUNTY OK GRANT.
latterthe custom of some of the
)
And thus
Slush goes Annie Banes,
Civil Action No. 4921
rlniiltiff,
day newspapers, the Western Lib- on from weektheto Society
week.
towns
For
eral herewith inaugurates it3 So like Lordsburg that have no deVS.
)
ciety Page as the management
mands for "Society Pages," oh Romonrlo Banes.
Notice of Pendency of Suit
it should be conducted. No Lord,
Defendant.
we
thank
thee!
without
newspaper is
The above named defendant is hereby notified
action in divorce has been commenced
Society Slush. Nay, nay. The good
House, good as new and now that a civil
him in the atxive entitled court and action
way of mixing up rented. Will sell for $1,200 or nwiint
by the above named plaintiff. Annie Banes,
as grounds for said action that the
scandal and rot in the news col $G00 down and balance on short alleging
defemlent without just cnuse has abandoned
umns is passed. Hoi ho for the time. A big bargain if taken at plainti ff. and has neglected and refused to support
plaintiff according to his means, station in life
Society Section all by its lonesome. once. F. V. Bush, agent.
and ability, and praying the court for a decree
dissolving the bonds of matrimony between
and defendant, nnd for genernl relief.
I am a voice of publicity.
Free Silver : Coupons for silver- plaintiff
Now, therefore the said Komontlo Banes,
I am an instigator of dissatisas aforesaid, is hereby notified that he
ware given with nurchases of toil defendant
to appear in said court on or before
faction among the young people. I et goods. See our beautiful pillow istherequired
25th day of Februarv A. D. 1S!6. the date of
petty
envy,
jealousy
and
create
tops copied from any photograph completion of service upon him by publication,
and that unless he so appears, answers, demurs
egotism. And I am a voice in the ior ooc. Mrs. in. m. stevena.
or pleads, judgement by default will be rendered
powerful press of the world.
against hitn in said action and the plnintiff will
to the court for Uie relief prayed for in her
I plant seeds of scandal in unHOGS, CATTLE AND HORSES apply
said complnint
knowing minds'. I lie and deceive
Momingstar, whose post office is lordsW.
A.
milch cows; 7
New Mexico, is attorney for the plaintiff.
with flowery adectives. I create brood sows at $9 per head ; six gen- burg.
Witness my hand and seal of said court this
malice among social sets.
tle pony mares at $45 per head. For 10th day of January A. D. 1V16.
E. B. VKNABI.E. Clerk,
I favor the rich and despise the Information see F. V. Bush, LordsJ. A. SHIPLEY. Deputy.
4)
(Ian.
poor. Yet, some of the people
burg, N. M
me. It is my custom to favor
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
unworthy aspirants.
Department of the Interior, "J. S. Land Office
I am a disgrace to journalism.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 23. 1918.
at Las Cruces, N. M.. December 28. 1916.
Notice is hereby given that Sam
I AM THE SOCIETY PAGE.
Notice is hereby ffiven
James R.
ri iViao
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Friday, January 28, 1916
They Call it "Bull"
In all small towns (Lordsburg
included in the group) there is a
certain class of ignorant and
thoughtless citizens who
look upon all efforts to promote
the general welfare of their town
and community as what they term
"bull." In Lordsburg, especially,
there is such a class, and its
many references to the efforts to
attract attention to this section
as "bull" has become sorely
monotenous. When taking inventory it is found that these persons
are generally those who stand as
a stumbling block to progress in
our enterprising little city. It is
the same old gang who have
knocked Lordsburg for years.
They refer to TheWestern Liberal
and it's publicity work as "mere
bull," and any effort to- promote
the town and country, to them,
is "more bull." They forget that
The Western Liberal has gotten
more advertising for Lordsburg
than she has ever had since the
Southern Pacific put up a water
tank here, They are afraid to
ask for the results of what they
term "bull." They see the results with closed eyes. This is
the same "bull" that made El
Paso, Deming, Los Angeles, Denver and many, many other cities.
of-tim- es

Kille-bre-

of Lordsburg. N. M who on December, 14, 1915, made homestead entry No.
01277S, for SEV4. Section IB, Township 84
8., Range 20 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Faris V. Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at Lordiburs, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. A. Leahy, Miss Capitola Robertson, D.
F. Sellards, W. W. Carlon, all of Lordsburg.
N. M.
Dec. 81 .Tan. 28
John L. Burnside. Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 80, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that John F. Burnes,
of Animas, N. M., who, on September 14.
1915. made homestead entry No. 011797, for
lots 1 and 2: ENWVi : NE!4, Section 19,
Township 27 S., Range 19 W., N. M. P. Meri-diahas filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof, to. establish claim to
the land above described, before A. B. Ward,
U. S. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M
on
the 14th day of February,
Claimant names as witnesses :
Rufus L. Burns, William W. Jones, William E. Stivers, Patrick M. Ewing. all of Animas, N. M.
Jan.7 Feb.4
John L. Burnside, Register.

'll.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 80, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelius Jackson Stephens, of Lordsburg, N. M., who, on
December 2, 1915, made homestead entry
No. 012665, for lots 8 and 4; E'-- i SW, Section
80, Township 21 S.. Range 16 W.. N. M. P. Mer-dia- n.
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof to estábil h claim to
the land above described, befoie Faris V.
Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N.
M., on the 14th day of February, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses :
B. M. McWhorter, W. H. Patterson, Frank
Clíne. C. L. Ran bol t, Felix R. Jonea, all of
Lordsburg, N. M.
Jan.7 Feb.4
John L. Burnside, Register.
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Western Liberal for One Year with any of the Following Combination
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Rathbun Mix Company
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each other over business, politics justice of the peace warned the
or social matters, and towns are newlywed3 to be sure and not name
plenty where all three of these any of their offspring Ford (my
heads are well represented in the wouldn't it be terrific). The Lib.resultant chaos, under Which lies eral has known Mr. Carr for a numthe cause of the entire condition ber of years. He is worthless and
good for nothing. He has never
business selfishness.
"When a matter of general pub- paid his debts and now owes five
subscription. How he will
lic welfare is to be tried in such years'
make a living for his wife no one
a town and only one arm of the knows. The bride is known as a
many town factions, or perhaps first class gossip.
two, can be found supporting it,
They have no friends to congratthe other arms of the faction will ulate them.
Come on Mr. Carr and shoot!
be found with clenched fists
pounding the project, perhaps The Society Editress just took out
fairly, in open conflict, in the a new policy.
face, but far more likely in the
A quilting party was held Wedback, and in the dark where the
nesday at the home of Mrs. E. Z.
opposing power may not be so Marx.
The ladies have been inviteasily identified. It is possible ed to Mrs.
Marx's three times this
that the thing being tried may .year and have
quilted three quilts,
not be the best thing to try. but ; receiving in exchange some weak
when but a few of the pub'ic can tea and cakes a la brick. The laget together on anything, and dies are wise but Mrs. Marx is too
when so much needs to be done well supplied with quilts now to
to furnish pay rolls and business 'give her the cold and icy.

WOMAN'S WORLD

-

v

Some Marriages as They Are
When a town is known to work
Ima Carr and B. A. Carr were
at cross purposes with itself, when married yesterday by the justice of
the very purposes it seeks to serve the peace, who stated to the Liberal
are defeated by a part of' the reporter that he had never had any
town itself, it is high time to look intention of being a railroader but
into the internal workings of that now found himself coupling cars.
Carr and Mr.
town. A close search may reveal The former Miss
they were no relation
Carr
claimed
the fact that the business men of but now
they were coupled
the town are at variance with there was that
nothing in a name. The
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Wealth of Good Reading Matter for Every Member of the Family

This rare offer is an entire lihrary in itself and will supply the reading requirements
of the whole family. It is by far the greatest value for the money ever offered to our rural
readers, and the offers are the most complete we have ever made covering a wide variety of
magazines. We urge you to send in your renewal at once while this offer is good. Thi9
offer is good for both NKW and RENEWAL SUBSCRIBERS. Order today and tell your
friends and neighbors before it is too late.

:

that

EDGAR W. KA YSER. Cashier
WAI.TKR M. BUTLER. Asst. Cashier
1. T, MOORE Asst. Cashier

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS. Presiden .
IAS. GRAHAM MoNARY,
W. L. TOOLEY.

THE
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Worth-insrto-

of Hachlta, N. M., who, on October 11,
1912, made homestead entry No. 0761S, for
SE'4 Section 11, Township 80 S.. Rang 16
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described,
before George Edmonds, U. S. Commissioner,
at Hachita, N. M., on the 6th day of February. 1916.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
C. K. Jacobson, Thomas I. Berkley, Geo.
M. Elkins. O. R. Parker, all of Hachita, N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside, Register

First National Bank
EL PASO, TEXAS
TTnlteea. States Depository

CAPITAL AND 'SÜKPLC8
DEPOSITS

800,000
4.SO0.OOO

.'

...

4 per cent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
Correspondence la Invited from those wbo contemplate opening Initial oraddltlonal
accounts In El I'd so.

-

Assets

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 28, '1916.
Deposits made by mall
Notice is hereby given that Mrs. Eva Up-thsformerly Mrs. Eva Highnberg. of Hachita. N. M., who . on September 8. 1914, KVVVVVwVVVwVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVw
made homestead entry No. 010246, for NW4
Section 23, Township 80 S., Range 16 W.,
Make Your
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above described,
before George Edmonds, U. S. Commissioner,
at Hachita, N. M., on the 6th day of February, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James R. Worthlngton,
Insley E. Pred-morW. M. Upshaw, Dot Upshaw, all of Hachita. N. M.
Dec 81 Jan. 28 John L. Burnside. Register

$6,000,000

are promptly acknowledged.
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Headquarters at the

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
Las
Cruces, N. M December 23, 1916.
at
Notice is hereby given that George Adams
Porter, of Steins, N. M
who, on December 14, 1916, made homestead entry No.
012828, for NWVi. Section 22, Township 24
S Range 20 W N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land above dav
cribed, before Faris V. Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N. M., on the 6th day
of February, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. W. Carlon. T. J. McCanta. T. A. Kerr,
of Steins, N. M. ; D. F. Sellards, of Lordsburg, N. M.
Dee.- 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside. Resistor

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
Steam Heat. Hot and Cold Water. Electric' Ifrhts.
rui V AXIS BATHS. HÜASUJN ABLE HATES
1

"
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in tie

SOLDIERS

TIMES

SUFFER

But not like that old house
of yours suffers for paint.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 28, 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that Edmond David
Wright, of Lordsburg, N. M who, on December, 13, 1916, made homestead entry No.
012900, for SEVi. Section 21. Township 24
8.. Range 20. W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Faris V. Bush, U. S. Commia-ione- r,
at LortUburg, N. M on the 7th day
of February. 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses t
Robert Guess, W. W. Carlon, James Everett. Bailey Smith, all of Steins, N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside. Register

PAINTING done by a qualified Painter, not a Dauber.

The best quality of paints used-Givyour house or barn a treat.
e

p""1

-

-

-
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Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M December 2. 1916.
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on the thir.
teenth day of August. A. D. 1900, William
E. Moses filed forest lieu selection No. 8287,
Serial No. 011719. under the act of June 4,
1897. (80 Stat.. 86) for the following described
land, located in the LAS CRUCES LAND
DISTRICT.
Southwest Quarter, Northeass Uuartei1 of
Section 8, Township 27 South. Range 16 West,
N. M. P. M.
The purpose of this notice la to allow all
persons claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be mineral in character,
an opportunity to file objections to such location or selection with the local officers of
the land district in which the land ia situated,
At the Land Office aforesaid, and
to establish their interest
therein, or the
mineral character thereof
John L Burnside, Register.
Jan. T. Feb. 11
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Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

OlisftOsTL

1916.

8

m
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Always The Best
Of What?

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 80, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that Rufus L. Bums,
of Animas, N. M., who. on September 14, 1916.
made homestead entry. No. 011796, for EMi
Section 18, Township 27 8.. Rang 1 W.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land abova described, before
Alfred B. Ward. U. 8. Commissioner, at
Animas, N. M.oo the 14th day of February,
Claimant names as witnesses !
John F. Burnes. William W. Jones, William E. Stivers, laaae H. Arnold, all of Aniñas, N. M.
John L, Burnside, Register.
Jan.7 Feb.4

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining

J. S. BROWN, Proprietor

MORNINGSTAR

&

AUGUSTINE

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND BALE
Office of tin Commisaloner of Public Lands,
Leading Companies Scottish
S.ats of New Mexico, Santa Fa, New MexUnion, Firemen' j, Connecticut
ico. December 2, 1916.
HOME, PALETINIC'
Notice ta hereby given that pursuant to the
provialons of an Act of Congress approved
Your Business Solicited
June 20. 1910, the laws of the Stat of New
Mexico, and the rulea and regulations of the
3Ute Land Of nee, the Commix loner of Public
Landa will offer at public aale, to the highest
Attorneys at Lw
bidder, at ten o'clock a, m., on February 26,
WASHINGTON LOAN & TRUST BUILDING
1918, In the town of Silver City, County of
WASHINGTON, D. C
Grant, State of New Mexico, In front of the
Special attention lo ptililic Land and Mlnlnit cases before the Gencrnl Lnnd office nnd Interior court houae therein, the following dcacribed
Department.
I'ATKNTS FOR INVENTIONS tracts of land, vil!
SW'4 Sec. 13. T. 28S.. E. 17W.. containing
160 acres.
There are no improvement on this
land.
Also NE, EV4NWK, SW
NWVi. B6 Sec.
27, T. 233.. R. 15W., containing 600 aerea.
There are no improvement on thla land.
Alio NENEV4 Sec 20. all of Sec. 21. W
Sec 22. NlfcNWK See. 2, NENE'i Sec 2i.
Office: Brown Block
Tyniitiid SI.
5 T. 27S,. R. 21 W.. containing 1120 acras. There
are' no Improvements on this land.
Permanently Located.
Also WVjSWVí.
NE14SWVÍ,
SE4NWVi.
15, T. IIS., R. 20W.,
NWViNW
Sec
LOKDSnVKO, NEW MEXICO.
200 acres. The Improvements on this
land consist of house and fencing, value 1168.
Also SE'A Sec 88. T. 293., R. 17 W.. containing 160 acres. There ara no Improvements
on this land.
Also
NEK Sec 83. T.
&
883., R. 20W, containing 160 acres.
There
are no Improvements on this land.
Also EH Sec 18, T. 833., R. 20W. all of
UoartlfnRofook (riven yood Btlontfon.
Sec. 18, Lota 1. 2, EViNW'4. NE4 Sec 19. T.
TrHiiflierrintr Had drHyae.
y
833.. R. 19W., containing 1284.26 acres. There
are no improvements on this land.
PHONE 14- -2
Also Lots 8, 4, ft, , 7, EftSWVi. SEV.NWM
Sec. 6. NEVi SE(4 Sec 7, all of Sec 9. all
of Sec. 16, SEV Sec, 18, all of Sec 19, all of
Sec. 20, all of Bex. 21, all of Sec 28, all of Sec
29, all of Sec. 80, Lots 1, 2, 8, 4, EMiNWVt,
E'jSWV4. NM,SE, NEVi Sec 81. all of Sec.
82, all of Sec 83. T. 80S., R. 16W., all of Sec
8, all of See. 4, all of Sec 5. all of Sec 6, all
of Sec 7, NVi, SEVi. NViSWVi Sec 8, all of
Sec. 9, all of Sec 10, all of Sec 16, all of Sec
16. EVi. SWVi, WVÍNWV4 Sec 17. all of Sec
18. all of Sec. 19, all of Sec 20, all of Sec 21,
all of Sec. 22, T. 813., R. 16W., NEV4NEV4 Sec

A.

Insurance

WHITE and ANDREWS

-

DENTAL SUIM.EON.

t

Xwwwwwwvwvvwwwvx
Livery Stable

Feed

JONES & BURNS

.1

Contractor and Builder
Plans and Estimating

Free

Brick, Concrete and all Classes
of Construction Work.

Bungalows built on
Installment Plan
Bnilfler

&

Contractor

McSwain

Wm.

All classes of carpentering and
concrete work.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Before you build,

Out-of-to-

talk it over with me
jobs accepted

Box 250

Lordsburg, New Mex.

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

Í

Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
given to passenger service,
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.

Í

Leave calls at Postoffice.

Lordsburg Cafes
Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUOKS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Truck

Cerxtra,l
Keg

.

ISa--

r

Beer on Tap

KIne Wines and Liquors
In Connectltm

Restaurant
YEKDCME

HOTE

BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
W. M. MEANEY,

Prop.

REGULAR DINNER
We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a trial and be

convinced.

29, NEVÍNWV4 Sec. 88, SEViSWVi,
NV4SW14
Sec. 84. T. 283., R. 17W., Lot 4 Sec 81, T.
29S , R. 16W., SViSEVi Sec 8, NEV4SEV4 Sec
'
10. SViNWVi.
Sec 11. EViNWVi,
SWVi
Sec
14.
EVi NEVi
SEVÍSE'4
Sec 28.
BWV4NWVÍ. NWViSWVi
Sec 24, T. 293., R.
17W.. containing 18,898.41 acres.
The im-

provements on this land consist of house, corral:.. Wills, water troughs, and surface tank,
value I2.t00.u0.
Also EViSEVi Sec. 8. WV4SWV4 Sec 9. all
of See. 16, SViNWVi. NEViSWVi. NWV4SEV4.

SViiSEVi Sec. 17. EV4NEV4 Sec 18, NEV4NEV4
Sec 20, NWVi, SWViNEVi. NVÍ8EV4. SEViSEVi
Sec 21, SWV4SWV4. WV4NWV4 Sec 22, NEVi-NWSec 27, NViNEVi See. 84, WViNWVi,
SEViNWVi' , NEViSWVi,
NViSEVi
Sec 85,
T. 833.. R. 18W., all of Sec 82. T. 33S.. R.
17W.. all of Sec 84, T. 80S.. R. 19W.. EViNWVi. SWV4NWVÍ. WViSWVi Sec. 26, SEViSEVi Sec. 26. EViNEVi. SWViNEVi. SEViNWVi, EVÍiSWVi, NWVÍSEV4 Sec. 86. T. 81S.. R.
20W., all of Sec 16, WVi. SEV4. WViNEVi Sec
21, T. 82S.. R. 20W.. NViNWVi. EWV4NWV4.
NWViSWVi Sec. 11. SEViNEVi. EVfcSEVi Sec
i,
10, SEViNWVi,
NViNEVi. SWViNEVi.
SWViSWVi Sec 16, T. 833.. R. 18W..
all of Sec . all of Sec 7. all of Sec 18, all
T. 833., R. 17W., all of Sec 4. all
of See
of Sec' 28, all of Sec. 24. T. 883., R. 18 W., NVi.
NMiSWVi, SWViSWVi. SEVi Sec. 22, all of Sec
27, all of Sec 88. all of Sec. 84, all of Sec
28, T. 833.. R. 17 W., all of Sec. 1. all of Sec
2, all of Sec 8, all of Sec 10, all of Sec 11,
all of Sec 12, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec 14, all
of Sec 16. NV4NEV4. SEViNEVi Sec 22. NWVi
Sec 28, Lots 2, 4, NWVi. NWViNEVi Sec 24,
T. 843., R. 20W., WVi, SEVi Sec 7, EVi Sec
8, NViNWVi. SWViNWVi,
NWViSWVi Sec ,
EVi. NViNWVi. EViSWVi Sec. 17. NVi. SWVi.
NWViSEVi
Sec 18, Lota 8, 4, 6, 6, Sec 19,
Lots 1. 2, EViNWVi, SWViNWVi Sec. 20, T.
843., R. 19W.. all of Sec 12, WVi Sec, 13,
all of Sec 14. all of Sec 16. EVi Sec. 22. all
of Sec.,28, SWViNWVi. SWVi. WViSEVi. SE'i-SESec. 24. nil Sec. 25, II Sec. 26. NK. NKSKK.
StViSEVi. NWViSWVi. Sec. 27, EVi, SWV, Sec
84, all of Sec. 86. all of Sec. 86. T. 83S., R.
Lota
20W.,
8. 4, EVÍSWV4. SEVi Sec 19,
Sec
SVi
WViNWVi.
SEViNWVi.
NEVi.
20, WVi Sec 27. all of Sees. 28, 29, 80, 81, 82,
NVi. NViSWVi See. 83. NEViNWVi. WViNWVi.
Sec. 84, T. 833., R. 19W., all of Sees. 6 and .
T. 843., R. 19W.. all of Sec. 18, T. 81S., R.
19 W.. all of Sees. 19, 80, 81, T. 32S.. R. 19 W..
all of Sees. 6. 6, 7, 8. NVi. NWViSWVi. SEy,
Sec. 17, T. 833.. R. 19W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 8.
10, 11. 12, 13. 14. EVi, EViWVi, NWVÍNWVÍ
Sec. 15. EVi. EViWVi. SWViSWVi Sec 22, all
of Sees. 23, 24, 26, 26, 27, 84, 86, 86, T. 823.,
R. 20W., all of Sees. 1, 2. 8. 10, 11, T. 83S..
R. 20W., NEVi Sec. 11, all of Sec. 18, all of
Sec. 14. NEViNWVi. NViSEVi. 8EVÍSEV4 Sec.
EMiSWVi
16. all of Sec 16. EVi. SEViNWVi.
Sec. 22, all of Sees. 28 and 24, EVi, NWViNWVi,
EXjSWVi Sec 26. NVi. 8Wy. NViSEVi, 8W-SEEV4SWV4 Sec.
Sec. 26, EVi, EVjNWVi.
27, EVi. NWVi. EViSWVi Sec. 84, NWViNEVi,
NViNWVi, 8Wy4NWVi. WVjSWVi. 8WV4SEVÍ.
EViSEVi Sec 85. all of Sec 86, T. 813., R.
20W., containing 61.393.02 ncres. The Improve-

pfntrlrt
Roiithnrii Pnrltlo nnd Art
New MolYt HntlrHlM. riuigpun to
Amricnn ConeoUilsUed Cupper i n,
LonimBiTRo
NkwMiiioo.
Btirp-pM-

Btatone, Coperas,
Sumnur ic Acid
enerot.

Hiun ri.KCTRir a t.
Gives more satisfactory resulta. In
Reduction Works than ai.'j Chemical

ta the market.
A lonir freight haul saved to the
consumers In both states, Arizona
and New Mex.
Prices In competition with the
Eastern Markets.

Copper Co.
Arizona
CL1KTON. AK1ZONA.
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble,
Kidney Ailments, Inflamatlons,
Hardening. Locomotor Ataxia,
N'e rvous Breaking etc. Perfect Treatment, Perfect Climate. Health, Pleasure, Lartfe Modern Hotel. Booklet.
T. U. MoDkrmott.
Ar-'en-

Lordsburg Ledge Ro. 30.
A. M .
night of
bursday
afreta the third
each month. Yisuiug brothers
A. F.

1

Invited.

J.

L.

G. P.

Welts,

Jekfus,

W. M
St

creta ry

WOODMEN OF WORLD
CAMP No. S8
a
Meets every 2nd 4th Saturday night at tha
K. of P. II ALL
K. M . Ftah7, C. ?.

K.

Hrjnold. Clerh

11.

X. O. O.

IF1- -

P. ERVEIN
Commissioner of Public Lands
State of New Mexico
First publication, Dec. 10, 1916.
Last publication, Feb. 11, 1916,

Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg, N.. M.

Baal-pn-

AND FORMS

BOOKS

and we can show you how they'll
save time.

honv-itia- d

BINDERS

eI-Pez- e

oiii.-,-

FOU HALE BY

id

The Western Liberal

r

SEEDS FREE
Hernandez, congressional
representative from New Mexico
announces that he will send the
following forage crop needs to any
who apply to him at Washington,
B. C.

JJ. C:
1 lb

seed.

package of Sudan

Grass

6tb package of Feterita seed.
4tb package of dwarf milo seed.
41b package Peruvian Alfalfa

Duna--rn-

seed.

4tb package of

seed.

;

Ilegari

dwarf

three-M-

The number of packages are
very limited, ancf therefore the de
partment of Agriculture has deemed it advisable to limit the distribution of the same to only one
package of any one seed to any
individual. Each package of seed
contains a circular giving full di
rections for the planting and cul
ture ot the crops.

afternoon at the Shakespeare
cemetery with services at the
home. Rev. J. A. Land pronounced the last rights over the
body and a solo was sung by Miss
Elizabeth Garrett. A large number of friends attended the services and joined the cortege to
Shakespeare, where the remains
were laid to rest.
Card of Thanks
Mr. Gervais will be greatly
I desire to thank my friends missed in Ixrdsburg and his many
for their many kindnesses and friends extend sympathy to the
attending sympathy during the bereft.
lingering illness and death of my
husband.

REDROCK

Mrs. Arthur Gervais

"Red Rock" begs to be excused
this week, as the river is up and
the news all on the other side.

We desire to thank our many
friends and neighbors for theii
kind svmnathv and niH pvrptidpri
Juring the illness and at tht
Pyramid Ledge No. 23. .eatn ot our baby boy.
Mr. ard Mrs. J. B. Crowell
K. of P.

Meeting every Tuei. evening.
Visiting brother Invited.

0 C.
MaLom. K.K.

R. D. flSITTH,

J.J.

8.

GEORGE W.

EL PASU SMELTER.

Tx.

80S San Franclaen St. Kl Paso,
P. U. HIIX 4H9

SAN. SIMON LAND
Will sacrifice 1G0 acres of land
(unimproved) one mile southwest
f San Simon. In the artesian belt

Southeast quarter section 35. Reasonable price and terms. See Faris
V. Bush, U. S. commissioner, Lordsburg, N. M.

Inn.

18.

JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at I.aa Cruce, N. M., January 12, 1916.
Notice is hereby iriven that Frank Weldon
of I,oi
N. M., who, on July 1. 1912,
nmile homestenci entry No. 07239, Tor Lot 4 ;
SW'iNWi,, Sec. 4. Lot 1, SENEVi. Section
6, Township 23 S.. Uanire 18 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to make
inal three-yeprioft to establish claim to
the land above described, before Faris V. Bush,
U. S. Commissioner, at Lortlsburtr, N. M., on
the 2iith day of February 1016.
Claimant nr.mea as witnesses :
I. B. Wood, M. M. Crocker, M. Q. Hardin, L.
R. Jones, all uf LordburK, N. M.
JOHN L. riJHNSiriK

Jan.

18.

Rtiii-te-

r

Z-LL-

EL PASO, TEXAS

Takés Oath of Office
James A. Robson, the newly
appointed Justice of the Peace at

THIS IS THE

BIGGEST

IlTTiE HOTE

ON THE

OVERLAND

TRAIL

SCOTT 'S GARAG

H. V. Farrier, recently of Hurley, N.M., this week bought the

Hepreacntntlve For Rhipneia to the

N. M.

Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and the:r families.
Ladies' dinning rotm will sent one hundred persons Buffet for men will seat
lixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms fur banquets and private dinners,
will seat ninety persons.

Buys The Mint Club

CAMERON

ioner. at Animas, N. M., on the 26th day of
February 1016.
Cia;n.ant names as witnesses:
Tas W. OaMman, Alvin Dunaxan, Holmes
Madilox. Steven R. Duna(ran, all of Animas,

THE NEW ZEIGER

Hachita. took his oath of orrW
on Monday before F. V. Bush ol
Lordsburg, who made a Hying
trip to Hachita for that purpose.

Assayer and Chemist

n

Animn-H- ,

Card of Thanks

LODGE No. 60
Mceta rvery Monday night at 8 o'clock
visiting Dvc.iiicra invitrd to attend
S K. Gass, NoM Gnind
v m. Tyra.
LORDKDUHO

Mint Club of Olney & McAllistei
and will lake charge the first ol
Mr. Farrier is an
February.
enterprising young business man
with wide experience yi business
management. He is welcome
into local business circles. McAllister and Olney will devott
their time to other interests anc
A'ill stick close to Grant county,
the best counUy beneath Southwestern skies.

The Ford Agency
Roadster, $440.05
Touring Car $490.05
F. O. B. LORDSBURG

"r:q

A Full And Complete Line of Accas

At All Times
"""--

Net Contente

I

a.

15 Plnid Drachm

3tjy

pn??fi

Official Agents For "Pep"

Ml

For Infants and Children.

rflififia

1

Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
And Silver Cify. Save Time And Money

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
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Bears tho
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HUSBAND RESCUED
DESPAIRING WIFE

fa
w

11

After Four Tears of Discouraging

OT NARC3TIg- -

Conditions, Mrs. Bollock Gave

'5D

J.ÍT. .

A.

Up

In

os.

uon, aoiu. j

lid

For Ovor

3íí

.

-

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

mm

had gotten so weak
I

1

could not stand,

gave up in despair.

At last, my husband got me a bot.le of
Cardul, the woman's tonic, and I commenced taking it. From the very first

suffered for four troubles, don't give up In despair. Try
years, with womanly troubles, and during Cardul, the woman's tonic It has helped
this time, 1 could only sit up for a little more than a million women, In its 50
writes as follows :

Thirty Years
t

Husband

1

and

dose, I could tell it was helping me. I
can now walk two miles without IU
Catron, Ky. In an Interesting letter tiring me, and am doing all my work."
If you are all run down from womanly
from this place, Mrs. Bettie Bullock

Use
"rn

b Despair.

Come to Rescue.

ranrimt.XKif'

ber, A. D. 1916.
ROBT.

than anyone
how much depends on the
tools he uses.
We sell only tha
best office supplies, from pins to
printing. One of the best lines is

FORMS

Marie from the celebrated Clifton
Ores. Free from Antimony and Ar-

1,

ments on this land constat of house, wagon
shed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain room, fencing, value 32300.
Also all of Sec 82, T. 283., R. 17W., NVi.
NViSEVi See. 82, T. 2DS., R. 16W., all of Sec
1660.80 acres
2, T. 29S., R. 17 W . containing
'mere ara no improvements on this land.
Alao W',i Sec. 10, T. 80S.. R. 16W.. containing 820 acres. The improvement on this
land consist of well, value $600.
No bids will be accepted for less than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which Is the appraised
value thereof, and In addition thereto the bidder must also pay for the Improvements which
exist onvth above described lands, at the appraised value
The above sale of lands will be subject to
the following conditions, vis: The successful
bidders must pay to the Coramina loner of Pubh
lic Lands, or his agent holding such aale,
of the prices offered by them respectively
per
;
advance
in
Interest
cent
land
four
fur the
for the balance of such purchase prices; the
fcea for advertising and appraisement and all
coats incidental to the sale herein, and each
and all of said amounts must be deposited In
cash or certified exchange at the time of sale,
and which amounts and all of them are subject to forfeiture to the State of New Mexico
if the successful bidders do not execute contracts within thirty days after contracts have
been mailed to. them by the But Land Office;
said contract to provide for the payment of
the balance of the purchase prices of said
tracts of land In thirty equal, annual Installments, with interest on all deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum in advance, payments and interest dua on October
1 of each year, and such other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms as may be required by law.
Each of the tracts as described herein will
be offered separately.
The Commissioner of
Public Lands, or his agent holding such sale
the right to reject any and all bida
.jfferea at said sale.
Possession under eon
lacl of sala for the above described tracts
will be given or or before October 1. 1916.
Witness my band and the official seal of
che State Land Office thla 2nd day of Decem-

knows better

inn

senic.

Lordsburg Was Not Dark
Despite the inclement weather
Saturday afternoon at his home with sleet breaking down lines and
poles the Ixrdsburg Power Comin Lordsburg,
Arthur Gervais pany came
to the front during the
answered the call of the grim severe storms supplying the town
reaper, following a lingering ill- with electricity when all over the
southwest towns were in darkness
ness of over four months. ,For on
account of the weather. The
several weeks Mr. Gervais had ccmpxny and its corps of workers
been unconscious and death was me deserving of credit for the
quick repair and line work.
destined to conquer.
Deceased w,as born in Victoria,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of the Interior, U. 8. Land Offloa
Texas, October 13th, 1873, and Dei'nrtmrnt
L
Crurp, ti. M., January 12. 191H.
at
was of German parentage. He Notice is hvrcliy given that Louis Carrirre
f Clovprtlnle,
N. M., who, on Auvut 10,
received a high school and college l!i!0. miMio
entry OIS46, for SW1,.
; KWi,SW'.,; 8K'4NWV: NE'.SWV,.
NWV,
education and was an excellent SocMon 83. Tuwnshm 33S.. R. 20 W..
and on
mmlp additional
ntry No.
accountant and book keeper. He May 10, IÜ14,
for N',NWy
H'jSWVi, Section 3S,
came to Lordsburg about 17 years lownsliiii 83 S.. Har.Ke 20 W N. M. 1'.
nntire of intention to make
ago and was for some time em- Finalan, ha filedproof,
to ntalilinh claim to the
ployed by the Eagle Drug a:id aliove il.crilxil, before A. B. Ward, U.
i. Commiaion, r, at Animas, N. M., on the 26th
Mercantile Co. as book keeper. Jay
of Februniy ItiltJ.
Cnimant names as witnesses:
At various times he was employed .Innios
N. ( lark. Hurley N. Ailtrey, Fred R.
by the Binn Lumber Company Miller, Charlen U. Miller, all of C'loverdale.
M. M.
and other firms in this city desirJOHN L. BURNSIDE
ing the services of an accountant. Jan.
19.
R.viater
His last work was with the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Lordsburg Power Company and Department
of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
W. F. Ritter.
.t Las Cruces, N. M., January 12, 1916.
Notice ir. hereby piven that Steven W.
The deceased had accumulated
N. M., who, on February 8,
a tidy sum of money which he li'13, ofmade homestead
entry No.
for
had invested in Lordsburg real W'jN'K'.i K'.jNV',, Section 17. 08003,
Townnhip
ID
i
Ransre
W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
estate. He is survived by a wife filedf..notice of intention
.to make Final
and two sisters.
proof, to establish claim to the land above
Interment was made Sunday lescribcd. before A. B. Ward. U. S. Commia- -

at tlio Desk Death of Arthur Gervais

Tha Man

M. CR0CKKR. M.D.

1.

Contractors & Builders

Jack Heather

r,

r.lor.-.inrsta-

ATTORNEY ATLAW
LORDSBURG,
M- w Mi.xiro.

.

wwvwvvwwwwwvt
Dr. R. E. BUVENS

VY.

"I

while, and could not walk anywhere at years of continuous success, and should
all. At times, I would have severe pains surely help you, too. Your druggist has

... s.

TMB CBNTAUH

COMMNV,

sold Cardul for years. He knows what
The doctor was celled In, and his treat- it will do. Ask him. He will recomment relieved me for a while, but I was mend it Begin taking Cardul today.
W';if
lot Cnsti.iaoocs MrjVIn Co.. Udln
soon confined tr mv hrl am in After
AJvlsoiy bspt.. Cluuanoovs, Tnn.. lor
' ii.iu!
snd64-p.hatmirtioia an your
in my left side.

111
fCW

VOH

OITV.

j

that, nothing seemed to do me any good. Iiaauociu

lar

VI

tats

book,

ansa." aaot la alaia wftppar.
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Only Officers of Special Training

Assigned to Work.

,

THREE LEADING BREEDS OF CHICKENS

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
De

c
00000 v

Interés para toda la gente

de Nuevo Mexico.

Every Object

In

Territory

Covered

Newnapr

Union Newi Servir.
Nuevo Mexico.
La cantina en Eklund fué cerrada.
Se va A construir una desmotadora
de algodón en Dayton.
Se están preparando los planes para
una nueva iglesia en La Lande.
Muchas transacciones de tierras se
están haciendo en el condado de
Roosevelt.
El nuevo sanatorio y hospital del
gobierno en Moscalero fué aceptado
del contratista.
Lob agricultores de Las Cruces cultivarán la remolacha de azúcar la estación que viene.
Edwain F. Coard fué reelegido escribano de la Comisión de Corporaciones de Estado.
Pltt Roas de Albuquerque fué comisionado de notario público por el
McDonald.
Arthur Jones fué nombrado administrador de correo en Portales, en
sucesión á C. O. Leach.
El
Herbert J. Hager-made Roswell está á la cabeza del
Club de Rifle allí organizado.
Alamogordo se está preparando en
gastar alrededor de $2,000 más en su
nuevo pabellón de diversiones.
Los francmasones de Silver City
WeitPrn

Must Be Shown With Accuracy-M- aps
of Vast Importance in
Modern Warfare.

Berlin. In modern warfare, and
especially in the present world
accurate maps are the greatest
auxiliary of the armies and they play
; ...
Turkish artillery t Jerusalem ready for the contemplated advanre of the a far more Important part In the operaTurks and Teutons on the Suez canal and Egypt. A great army haa been tions than the general public knows.
mobilized at Jerusalem and other points In the Holy Land, and a railway has Without them success Is impossible.
been constructed from Damascus toward Egypt. The British are preparing to
These maps are worked out with
great battle is expected.
defend the Suez canal, and
Infinite care by special departments of
tho general staffs of the armies of the
í
.
buttons scattered over the sides of Its different countries. Only officers possessing
special
knowledge
training
and
body.
However,
In
light
the
of recent
WHS'
dlsroveries. we may yet hopo for defi- are assigned to the work.
The first military topographical bu
nite knowledge as to Its true nature.
There Is every reason to believe reau was established by the general
stegosaurus Is descended staff of the Bavarian army nearly a
that
Scientist Constructs a Model of from the
bipedal ancestry.
Increasing century ago under the direction of
bulk and development of the armor General von Naus, who also became fathe Stegosaurus.
caused them to lose quickness of mous as a mathematician and daring
Other countries,
movement, and they became sluggish, mountain climber.
creatures of low mental- however, were slow to follow the exInteresting Creature Weighed Ahout
ity, sufficient only, perhaps, to direct, ample of Bavaria. In Prussia an exact
15,000 Pounds and Roamed the
the mere mechanical functions of life topographical survey of the country
Earth and Scared Folks Some
was not undertaken by the general
Millions of Years Ago.
i'"'
staff until 1862. About the same time
0m
f7
"STIFF FINGERS" INHERITED tho leaders
of the
How happy must have
Washington.
army became convinced that the maps
Ib,
been the lot of the prehistoric man. Boston Doctor Finds Family Where then in existence were not sufficient
Malformation Has Run for
How fateful the moment when be
for war. The Austrian topographical
Many Years.
herded his wife and children In their
bureau was organized in 1863 under
Splendid Chicken Trio.
cave, "barred the door," and sharpened
the direction of Capt. Julius von probablemente construirán una nueva
of
Boston.
proceedings
In
that
recent
ax
attack
the
the
to
stone
resist
his
Payer, who later became famous as manzana de casas para negocios.
eggs
does the ordinary has a very direct bearing on pronts
How many
pretty creature weighing some 15,000 of the National Academy of Sciences an Arctic explorer. France waited
year?
What is the seeing that winter eggs command the
a
lay
hen
in
Ya
desaparecida
de
temor
el
la
lizha
MediDoctor
Cushing
of the Harvard
pounds, the stegosaurus, or plated
still longer, and as a result was badly
possible to higher prices. Leghorns and Plymouth
is
it
yield
that
highest
y
Farmlngton
en
se
flebra
escarlatina
ard, which, luckily, exists now only in cal school and the Peter Bent Brtgham handicapped in the war of 1870-7by
only
the best Rocks proved the best workers in Dechoosing
by
obtain
hospital, Boston, announced to the the lack of accurate maps. In that war han abierto de nuevo las escuelas.
d
fossils.
fragments In
the cember and January, while Orpingtons
with
feeding
them
and
birds
Los hombres de negocio de Belén
The Smithsonian Institution, which academy some results he has found It is said the French officers were supled in February. Through the sum- greatest care?
finIn
studying
heredity
of
que
"stiff
the
In
fossils,
una
de
"unión"
delight
tuvieron
tertulia
plied with maps of Germany but none
takes tho deepest
mer there was little advantage, though
very
definite
no
To these questions
fué atendida de muchos Interesados,
has been studying the stegosaurus and gers," a type of malformation of the of France.
it was noticeable that Rhode Island
much
though
given,
be
answer
can
or
hands
feet.
restoring It to Us pristine state of
Con 150 delegados presentes tuvo light has been thrown on the subject Reds began to show up in July and
During the last forty years all coun
a
He
has studied the history of
several hundred millions of years ago,
tries are using the same system in the lugar en Albuquerque la convención in the past few years. Individual recso that one returning home with an family which migrated from Scotland production of the general staff maps. anual de la Alianza
Over the 200 Mark.
ords have been made under the superImagination too vivid may see It walk' to Virginia in 1700, and has found that The method seems complicated, but Is
In the individual records for Mis
vision of the agricultural colleges and
"stiff fingers" are hereditary with the simple enough. First the country is
Ing down Pennsylvania avenue.
Mil burros extraviados en el conda
have been insti- souri pens, extending over four years,
"Investigations conducted by the regularity which is expected in cer- divided into triangles, the corners of do de Sierra se vendieron en Hills-bor- laying competitions
of the states, in which there were 249 hens or 10 per cent of
several
in
tuted
tain
traits.
al precio de veinticinco centavos pens of five or ten bird's have been the whole number of entries that laid
section of fossil reptiles of the Na
which are marked by church steeples,
Of the more than three hundred de- high poles, trees and other landmarks. cada uno.
tional museum concerning the giant
From 200 eggs or more in one year. Fourpitted against one another.
fossil reptile known as the stegosau scendants of the Scotch Immigrant Every one of these triangles then is
La recepción de testimonios en el the results it is possible to draw a teen per cent of the hens laid less
rus. or plated lizard, reveal many in about 25 per cent had "stiff fingers." surveyed separately and again divided caso de disputa de frontera entre Nue tew conclusions.
than 90 eggs in one year. The averterestlng facts hitherto unestablished In families In which neither parent up Into smaller triangles. The cor- vo Mexico y Texas se reasumirá al
age of all the hens during the four
live
With poultry, as with other
definitely," according to a statement was affected the children were not ners of these subdivisions are marked gún dfa de febrero.
asking years was 152 eggs each.
always
amateur
is
stock,
the
parone
In
which
affected.
In
families
by Bmall square granite blocSrs, which
issued by the Smithsonian Institution.
Un trillador en Cuervo reporta ha
Commenting on the profit to be ob
breed. It was a
"It Is now known that two rows of ent, either mother or father, was af- are sunk Into the ground so that only ber limpiado 336,000 libras de frijoles which is the best
tained from the good layers and the
of
two
admirers
the
dispute
between
great dermal armor plates along the fected, about half of the children were their tops are visible.
esta estación, cantidad que representa
the manager of the contest
breeds that started the first laying shirkers,
monster's back alternated like cross- affected with the malformation.
per dozen and
After the subdivisions have been más de diez furgones.
15 years ago. An says, that at 20 cents
Australia
contest
in
cut saw teeth and were not paired;
laid out and marked the officers inLos habitantes de Roy firmaron una Australian poultryman who kept Buff at an estimated cost of $1 to feed each
that the largest one was above the NELSON .RELIC LONG IN PAWN trusted with the work draw large maps petición que tiene por objeto la prohi- Orpingtons was positive that his hens hen a year, the hen which lays 60 eggs
base of the tall and not over the hips,
pays for her feed, and
of every one of them. These maps bición del pasaje de ganado por las were
better egg producers than the in a year. Just
as previously supposed; that there $5,000 Miniature Found on Taxi Driver show the minutest details of the land- calles de la población.
as
estimating that It costs one-hal-f
were only 18 of these plates; that
scape and are then joined together and
Possession a Mystery to
much for houBlng and labor, the hen
En un accidente de caballo desbocathere were but four sharp spines near
reproduced on a smaller scale by ex- do á catorce millas de Roswell, Tora
the Police.
which lays 90 eggs per year JuBt pays
the end of its tail, and many other
pert draftsmen. In this manner an Klndel fué echado abajo de su vagón
her keeping. The hen which lays 100
important details relating to the genLondon,
eggs in one year makes a profit of
The London police are exact topographical picture of the y sufrió una ruptura de brazo.
eral appearance of this great reptlli trying to trace the ownership of a larger triangles, and finally of the
ten eggs, while the hen which lays
Los niños jugando cerca de Alamo
which lived about eight million years superbly executed miniature of Lord whole country, Is obtained.
the sum of 120 eggs in one year
encontraron partes de un esqueleto
ago and weighed nearly fifteen thou- Nelson, with plaitlng3 of Lady Ham'
The general staff maps speak a lan- que indicarla ciertas circunstancias
makes a profit of 30 cents, and is
sand pounds."
ilton's I'nir. valued at more than guage of their own. This language is da un asesinato en esa vecindad.
therefore three times as profitable as
nd on a taxi chauffeur very simple, but must, of course, be
In a recent publication by Dr. 15,000.
the hen which lays 100 eggs. The hens
ex secreBaca,
centenario,
Bernabé
Charles W. Gilmore, assistant curator, charged , ith being In unlawful pos understood. Every object In the terri- tarlo de estado, veterano de la Guerra
which lay 200 eggs are 110 eggs profit.
It is Btated that there were reproduced session of property supposed to have tory covered by the maps is shown Civil, expiró en su casa en Viejo Alwhich would be 1.831-- profit. Con
ten pictures of restorations of the been stolen.
sidering this as interest at per cent on
by certain signs. Pine woods are buquerque. Tenia 110 años de edad.
stegosaurus as depicted by various auThe Nelson relic had been in pawn marked by little sharp cones, other
an investment, the hen would be
Company
un
hizo
Copper
La
Chino
thorities between the years 1891 and for $5 since September, 1912, and the woods and trees by groups of small pedido á una casa de semilleros por
worth $22.91.
1912.
They show a variety and are taxi man went to redeem it. It was circles and dots, elevations by curves una cantidad de 1,050 árboles de ador
One of the conclusions reached by
of interest as exhibiting the diverse then discovered that It was worth a which show the heights of the hills, no. Los árboles se plantaran en
Miller Purvis, the noted poultry auopinions held regarding its probable large sum and that the hair In It roads by double and footpaths by Hurley.
thority. Is that the competitions have
appearance In the flesh, and especially was that of Lady Hamilton. The taxi single lines.
brought the egg laying hen into her
quien hasta hace
Gerald Brooks,
as to the arrangement of the skin or man said It was given to his wife on
proper place beside the fancy bird that
There are also certain signs for poco tenia el puesto de Ingeniero
police
were
not church steeples, mills, ponds, brooks
dermal armor, which forms such a her marriage, but the
wins in the show. For every dollar
arres
en
fué
Stanton,
Fort
asistente
conspicuous feature of the external an- satisfied with tho story and arrested and Isolated farm houses. Nothing is
spent for poultry for food, at least $2
Capitán,
en
de
acusado
tado
atomy of this curious reptile. In view him.
are spent for eggs. Hence, the poulmissing and a man looking at one of
How the miniature came Into the these maps and understanding it has
of this, Mr. Gilmore prepared a model
tryman who Is looking for breeding
X y'
y& stock will demand to be shown someSam Smith de Folsom, un ranchero,
of the possession of the chauffeur Is a mys- the impression of, flying over the terof the stegosaurus
tery. It Is gold mounted, as Is also ritory and looking down upon It from reportado victima de un asesino, fuá
linear dimensions of the
thing in the way of accomplishment In
matado por el disparo accidental da
now on exhibition in tie museum the dark green case In which It was a height.
the flock he is choosing from. Beque
pared
Lady
de
of
de
plaited
un
la
hair
sacaba
enclosed.
The
rifle
and issued another pamphlet describfore the time of laying competitions
All maps of the general staff have to
Is
brown
color
in
rich
and be absolutely correct. They not only su casa.
Hamilton
ing It.
breeders made claims concerning the
prizes they had won at poultry shows;
El juez de paz Noble de Clovis In
In general appearance this rather surrounds an emblematic anchor in form the basis for movements of
Buff Orpington Cock.
now they add to these claims the egg
early reptile was a monster standing poarls, set in blue enamel.
troops, but also have to be used by fligió á siete hombres cogidos jugande Qiinar WvonHnttAM fit lila neighbor. A records of their hens, if they have
Dearly nine feet high at his hips, and
the artillery In ascertaining the dis- do poker en Texico una sentencia
la cárcel y una multa wager was
tha courage to put them to the
about fifteen feet long. He probably BEAUTY FROM
tance and finding the range of the po- treinta días en
made and the first trial of
Oregon crossbred hen that
was covered with a tough, hornlike
sitions of the enemy. In this respect de $50 cada uno.
$
six months' performance was begun. test. The
on the top and sides
hide,
La Cámara de Comercio de Demlng Since then the contests have widened laid 303 eggs in a year and 605 in two
the German maps have become world
of its head and neck with bony knobs
famous, as they are drawn with the nombró á un comité para conseguir out to include all the leading breeds, consecutive years has had more news
space used in telling about her
which were in effect not unlike armor
un fondo de $6,000.
proverbial German thoroughness.
yet the question of leadership has paper any
plate, or. at least, rivet beads. Exother hen. Fifteen years
than
original
claim
solved.
The
been
not
condado
de
de
de
caminos
La junta
tending from Its small, lizardlike head
- ago a hen with the same blood mixWyanSilver
defithe
plan
honoir
un
ants
the
for
CIGAR
COST
$450 Roosevelt ha elaborado
SINGLE
ture would have been called a mongrel
along Its back and well toward Its
nitivo de mantenimiento do la ruta dottes and Buff Orpingtons have, and no attention
would have been paid
long, tapering tall were great sharp-edgeoutdistanced,
y
siempre
been
Blnce
mantendrá
long
Portales,
Clovis
however,
a
Strange
Cegelka Receives It From
plates arranged alternately In
dicho camino á un hombre para leaving the Leghorns, the Wyandottes to her. Today her daughters or near
en
Man, and is Robbed A"er
relatives have taken third
a double row. Its legs and feet were
el trabajo necesitado.
and the Plymouth Rocks straining for female
Smoking It.
place in the contest at San Francisco
eirallar to those of the alligators and
amateur
of
anxiety
the
The
lead.
the
correos
de
rehusó
departamento
El
exposition. Further, a pen of barncrocodiles of our age, but the forelegs
ofertas presentadas para el servi to know "which is the best breed" is yard mongrels tested in one of the
were much smaller and weaker than
Muncle, Ind. The most expensive las
y
unsatisfied.
still
cio de correo entre Estancia
competitions laid almost exactly the
the hind ones, due to its heritage from
clear that Joseph Cegelka, a Muncle
declarándoles todo? demasiaLeghorns and Wyandottes.
made the aversome ancestor who walked on its hind
number of eggs
Roumanian, ever smoked, cost him ex do elevados. Las estimaciones varia
Reviewing the results of the past age of the 495 that
7
legs. It seems to have possessed very
purebred hens conactly $450, according to bis story as ban entre $3,000 y $6,000 al año.
seen
years,
is
there
two
is
it
that
stituting the remainder of the entries.
little brain, and It may have been for
related to the police.
nmelhine in the strain: that is a
El Club Comercial de Fort Sumner
this reason that It was so well protectA man giving his name as John
dita
uuca
oi &wu
Dreeuer wim
preparando los planes para
tirrtv
ed by armor.
Adams was the cause. The two met está
de escuela del can raise from them birds that will UntUM TCCU Ktni coocmilttL
Mr. Gllmore's Ideas concerning this
at the boarding house tf Mrs. Mar- vertir á los maestros
egg
produc
Guadalupe el día que se distinguish themselves in
animal's appearance, especially in retha Jones. According to Mrs. Jones condadaoen deesa ciudad, del 11
Mangels,
al 12 de tlon. In the Storr s Connecticut con Hens Relish Turnips, Beets,
gard to the alternate arrangement of
the men were in the same room in reúnan
Etc. Sprouted Oats Probably
ago, the first
year
a
closed
test,
which
febrero.
Its back plates, have been found to
her house for an hour or more.
Best for Winter.
place was taken by a pen of White
agree with those expressed by Dr.
Dos récordes de recetas fueron su- Leghorns, the property of F. P. Lin
Finally Adams left the "louse alón,
F. A. Lucas of the American Museum
reported
to the perados por la oficina de correos de coln of that state. This year the same
Eventually Cegelka
Are you giving the layers as much
of Natural history. Each arrived at
police that be had been robbed of Albuquerque. Las recetas totales para poultryman is well up on the list with grain feed as they want? If not, betIndependently
of the
bis conclusions
a cigar
1 4 CO after having smoked
1 año 1915 alcanzan el punto superior
a pen of Plymouth Rocks. In 1914, ter see to it. Hens consume large
other.
given him by this Adams. The po
-- $84,100, que es de $11,315 más ele- Tom Barron of Catforth, England, was quantities of grass and when shut
The new model shows tho head of
lice believe the cigar was "doped."
vado que el año p. pasado, y las re- In second place with White Wyan up they miss this food.
the stegosauruB lowered considerably,
Turnips, beets, mangels, rutabagas.
cetas de diciembre llegaron ft una ci- dottes, and this year captured first
as if ha were In the act of feeding on
and the like are relished by
carrots
and
Wyandottes
en
que
prizes
antes
AUTO
RIDE
with
fué
alcanzada
jamás
GIVEN
fra
third
and
DEER IS
the ground, where he Is known to have
Apparently the fowlB. Cabbage is too. Sprouted
un solo mes.
Leghorns, respectively.
secured bis food, being a plant eater,
is, perhaps, the best green feed.
Albert Houchin, el joven de diez y the skillful breeder can handle any one oats
After Sojourn With Cattle Deputy
to judge from his teeth, and Incapable
as In it the hens get both the green
get
results.
and
breeds
several
of
su
años
quien
confesado
to
Give
habría
siete
Decide
Came Wardens
of reaching lofty and elevated herb
In the Philadelphia contest Mr. Bar sprouts and the grain.
culpabilidad en el asesinato de D. R.
Animal a Change.
age. In this position be presents a cu
Some kind of green ration Is necesron
has also been a consistent winner
SwayDaisy
D.
Hamilton y la Señora
rlous appearance, not unlike a rough
sary,
however, If the hens are explace
in
second
and
first
having
taken
see, cerca di Palomas Springs en noAltoona, Pa. Shoppers In the busi
section from a circular saw, for bis
to lay properly during the
pected
coming
ago,
third
year
and
a
test
back from bead to tall curves down
ness section stopped and stared at viembre p. pasado, llegó ft Hillsboro the
closed. An- winter months.
competition
Just
In
the
del
Tex.,
en
custodia
Beaumont,
on
de
rid,
an
automobile
In
out
each
from
direction
blps.
ward
bis
a live deer
other English breeder, Ed Corn, was
It was the back alguacil W. C. Kendall.
through the city.
At this time the character of the
Green Food Is Necessary.
in third place laBt year and up among
kin covering of this animal Is wholly
El candado de Colfax abrió nuevos
that had been living with the cattle of
Until grass comes, the laying hen
year.
this
leaders
the
conjectural, but from what Is known
Scientific Frank Weyandt'a farm in Fraukstown caminos desda Taylor Springs, al esta,
The second
For the paBt four years an elabor- must be fed with its equivalent In
of the skin of soma of the members congress brought to Washington many township for some time.
hasta la linea del condado de Union y ate teBt has been carried out in Mis- the shape of cabbage, beets, sproutDeputy game wardens captured It. pare poner en comunicación los ca
of the horned and
dino of the noted beauties of the South
souri, which Included several of the ed oats or soaked alfalfa leaves.
saurs It is not unreasonable to believe American republics. The one In the bound Its legs and, placing it in the minos de la linea de sección de la lesser
known breeds such as Anconas Without green food to supplement the
to
of
another
It
stegosaurus'
section
bide was scale picture Is Mme. Victor de Maurtua, car. bauled
that the
superficie de Springer con la ruta de and Hamburgs. Comparisons were grain ration, the hen will not prora
be
turned loose.
8prlnger-Taylo-r
like, who numerous bony knobs or I wife of the delogato from Peru.
Springs.
the county to
made by months. The layins season profitable.
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get a complete set of Oneida Commit
Par Plate Silverware FREE. Send coupon
with your name and address ana we
tell you all about it Also tell you about the

Macaroni,
Cut Spaghetti, Elbow, Soup Rings, Alpha- - jr
"
betos and Vermicelli. Can be cooked
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L1RJ0ILS
For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and

constipation.
Get a
box now.
No odds how bad your liver, stomach
or bowels; how much your head
aches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, indigestion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
you always get the desired results
with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
put an end to the
Cascarets
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your Inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happiness and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
.If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Don't
forget the children their little
need a cleansing, too. Adv.
And many a woman who is short of
breath Is long of tongue.

PREPAREDNESS!
To Fortify The System Against Orlp
when Grip la prevalent LAXATIVE BROMO
QUININE should ba taken, as this combination
of Quinina with other iiigredienta, destroys
acts as a Tonio and Laxative and thus
keeps tha system in condition to Withstand
Grip
Colds.
and Influents.
There is only ona
"BROMO QUININE."
E. W. GROVE'S sir
Datura on box. aso.

Three Catholic bishops are serving
as privates In the French army."
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

DIES

Western Newapapi-- r t'nlon News Service.

Metal Market Price
Spelter, St. Louis $15.75.
Copper, casting $23.1214.
Lead. N. Y.

IN PANIC

Bar silver

Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago,
Bends Eye Book on requpBt.
Faint heart may win fair lady with
a little assistance on her part.

Love is a dream;
alarm clock.

marriage is an

BIG EATERS HAVE BAD
KIDNEYS AND BACKACHE

The American men and women must
guard constantly against Kidney trou
ble, because we eat too much and all
our food Is rich. Our blood Is filled
with uric acid which tho kidneys
strive to filter out, they weaken from
overwork, become sluggish; the
tissues clog and the result is
kidney trouble, bladder weakness and
a general decline In health.
When your kidneys fool like lumps
of lead; your back hurts or the urine
is cloudy, full of sediment or you are
obliged to Beek relief two or three
times during the night; if you suffer
with sick headache or dizzy, nervous
spells, acid stomach, or you have rheumatism when the weather is bad, get
from your pharmacist about four
ounces of Jad Salts; take a
In a glass ot water before
breakfast for a few days and your kidneys will then act fine. This famous
salts is made from the acid of grapes
and lemon juice, combined with lithla,
and has been used for generations to
Hush and stimulate clogged kidneys;
to neutralize the acids in the urin'e so
it no longer is a source ot irritation,
thus ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts is inexpensive; cannot injure, makes a delightful effervescent
lithia-wate- r
beverage, and belongs in
every home, because nobody can make
a mistake by having a good kidney
flushing any time. Adv.
ellmi-nativ-

one-hal-

three-foo-

Taka a Glasa of Salta at Once If Your
Back Is Hurting or Kidneys and
Bladder Trouble You.

e

table-spoonf-

Thousands of Men and Women Have Kidney
Trouble and Never Suspect It.

.

t,

fifty-cen-

one-doll-

t.

ot

I

e

-

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Rum, a
small Imz of Barbo Compound, and X os. of
glycerine.
Apply to the hair twice a week
until it becomes the desired shade. Any druggist can put this up or you can mix It at
home at very little cost. It will gradually
darken streaked, fuded gray hair, and re
mpvea dandruff. It la excellent for falling
hair and will make harsh hair soft aud elossv.
It will not color the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, anu aoes not ruo ou. auv.

ARE YOUR IODHEYS- WEAK

ft, Co.,

,

175,-00-

stage.

t

Company's

Eingha niton, N. Y. When writing be sure and mention this paper.

concentrator

familiarly

spoken of as the Wright and Stauber
mill, is located two miles Southwest of
Pinos Altos "over the mountain."
Concentrator and mines are both
working, employing about fifty men.

One Dead, One Dying, Six Injured,
Denver. One killed, another dying
and bíx persons injured, two of them
women, was the toll of automobile ac
ctdents Sunday. The first and more

severe accident occurred near Berthoud, when Roy Holloway, a young
Johnstown farmer, was Instantly
killed; Miss Violet Bein, Berthoud, in
jured probably fatally, and three oth
The afternoon
ers slightly Injured.
accident near the Littleton courthouse
claimed as its victims Charles Housley
of Denver and Fred Foote and Will
lam Grebb, farmers.

Wyoming.

-

Turkey Admita Sinking Persia.
Jan. 25. An Amsterdam
dispatch says: "According to a Berlin
report (be Turkish ministry of marine
is about to publish a statement to the
effect that a Turkish submarine sank
the steamer Persia." Tho Persia was
sunk off the island of Crete, Dec. 30,
with a loss of 119 passengers and
twenty-onmembers of the crew.
American Consul McNeely was among
those who perished.
London,

e

VILLA SENDS DENIAL TO U.S.

Asserts He Had Nothing to Do With
Massacre of Americana.
The average walking pace of a
El Paso. Teodora Prieto, who says
healthy man is 75 steps a minute.
he is a major In the Villa army, appeared here Saturday, and declared
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are bent for liver,
he had been sent in disguise to
that
One
bowels and stomach.
little Pellet for
the border by General Villa to state
a laxatives three for a cathartic. Adv.
that Villa had nothing to do with the
And many a mushroom is a toad- massacre of eighteen foreigners at
Greeks are supposed to be the best
Sunta Ysabel Jan. 10.
bargainers In the 'world.
stool in disguise.
"Villa did not know of the tragedy
for days afterward," said Prieto. "Ho
instructed me to say that he will execute the men responsible even if they
prove to be his own men if they are
caught."
Villa was near El Rulco In the vicinity of Pearson, Chihuahua, whon
Prieto left him.
Prieto stated that
the bandit chieftain laughed at reing
track
you
when
the
of
warns
increase and remarkable prevaleney ports that ho
Nature
would be executed if
health is not clear. Kidney and bladder of kidney disease.
While kidney distroubles cause many annoying symptoms orders are among the most common dis- captured.
and great inconvenience both day and eases that prevail, they are almost the
sight.
last recognized by patients, who usually $ 0.0OO Drafts Stolen; Pouch Burned
Unhealthy kidneys may taunt lumbago, content themselves xuith doctoring the
Newton, Iowa. Bank drafts estimat
rheumatism, catarrh of the bladder, pain effects, while the original disease may ed at $70,000 aud a small amount ol
or dull ache in the back, jointa or mus- constantly undermine the system.
money were in a mail pouch stolen
cles, at times have headache or indigesIf you feel that your kidneys are the
tion, as time paases you may have a sal- pause of your sickness or run down con- and rifled here after the outbounc
mall left the postoffice.
low complexion, puffy
or dark circles dition, try taking Ir. Kilmer's Swamp-Hoothe famoua kidney, liver and bladander the eyes, sometimes feel as though
Find Five Bodies in Slide Wreck.
you had heart trouble, may have plenty der remedy, because as soon as your kidSeattle, Wash. Five bodies and
of ambition but no strength, get weak neys improve, they will help the other
organs
to
health.
and lose flesh.
five injured persons have been taken
already
you
convinced
If
are
that
If such conditions are permitted to Swamp-Roo- t
is what you need, you can from the two cars of the "Cascade
continue, serious results may be expect- purchase the regular
t
and
Limited" train of the Great Northern
ed; Kidney Trouble in its very worst
size bottles at all drug stores. railway which were thrown from
the
you.
upon
form nay steal
Don't make sny mistake but remember
track near Corea Btatlon on the weot
the name. Dr. Kilmer's Pwsnip-RooPrevaleney of Kidney Dlaease.
and the address Binghumton, N. Y which slope of the Cascade range by an avaMost people do not realize the alarm- - you will find on every bottle.
lanche. It Is estimated that there are
still five bodies in the cars. The bodby enclosing
SPECIAL NOTE You may obtain a rample'size bottle of Swamp-Roten ceiita to lr. Kilmer A Co., ltingbamton, N. Y. This gives you tha opportunity ies identified were those of Bert
to prove the remarkable merit of tine medicine. They will also send you a book of Kirkman, Sheridan, Wyo., W. F. Carvaluable information, containing many of the thousands of grateful letters received
ter, East Vancouver, B. C, Edward
from men and women who aay they found Swamp-Roo- t
to be just the remedy needed
baby, Wenatchee,
in kidney, liver and bladder troulilea. The value and súrcese of 8wamp-Roo- t
are so Batterman and
well known that our readers are advined to send for a sample size bottle. Addreaa Dr. WaBh
Kilmer

$5.90.

56c.

Arizona.
RICH FARM LANDS INUNDATED
The Big Jim Mining Company at
Oat man is planning extensive developBY A TORRENT FROM THE
ment work.
COLORADO RIVER.
The drift from the lower level of
the Golconda Extension is being driv
en in excellent milling grade ore.
Western Newspaper Union New Serviré.
"Copperfleld
drill shows forty-sivalley
was
Yuma,
Arls. Yuma
covered to a depth of from one to feet of ore and no signs of bottom,"
four feet of flood water from the reads a telegram from Kingman, in
Colorado river Saturday night as a Mohave county.
The Gilt Edge, the newest mine iu
result of the breaking of the government levees near here. The city ot the Oatnian field that is interesting
Yuma was in darkness and without a the public. Is about to Install machinery to get quicker results in shaft
Bupply of water, as the plants supplying gas, electricity and water were sinking.
The work being done In the Whet-Bton- e
A citizen committee was
flooded.
mining district, a few miles from
Mayor
maintaining
here,
order
Charles C. Moore having dropped Turner, Is much more active than has
dead of heart failure during the panic ever been undertaken In the history of
that prevailed Bliortly after the lev- the district.
ees gave way.
The phenomenal record of producBusiness houses in the main street tion for Arizona was reached in 1915
hero were flooded to a depth of four by gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc,
feet by the water and many of the amounting to almost $90,000,000, jumpother buildings were washed away ing in one year from $60,0ufl,0uó.
or badly damaged.
It was Intimated
Eighty tons of cencentrates and
that more than 100 buildings have
ores are being shipped daily
been swept away.
Residents were from the plant of the Magma Copper
sent to the hills from the river.
Company to the Hayden smelter, and
Officials of the reclamation service It is expected that the output will be
estimated that from 150,000 to
steadily increased.
second-fee- t
of water was passing
Mining activity continues to Inthis point, the heaviest flood condicrease in the Paradise part of the
tion 'ever recorded here.
country and more ore Is being sent
At least four miles of the governout at the present time than for a numbement levee was washed out Just
low here, and the waters have broken ber of years, past. Ore Is being hauled
over the west main canal at several to San Simon and to Rodeo,
places, which necessarily must flood
New Mexico,
the greater part, If not all, of the
There is a possibility that the old
Vuma valley. .
Across the river on the Indian res- Mammoth mill at Pinos Altos will be
ervation unit of the Yuma irrigation taken over under lease by outside parproject, conditions were equally bad. ties, practical concentrator and flotaThousands of acres of agricultural tion men.
Traces of oil are reported to have
land, both on the Arizona and the
California sides of the Colorado, were been found in the deepening of the
Las Cruces municipal well. Geologiinundated.
With the waters of the Colorado cal formations In the neighborhood are
river receding, work of rescuing the said to favor the occurrence of oil.
Arrangements have been made lookYuma valley flood sufferers was carried forward Sunday. It was esti- ing to a thorough and careful test of
mated the damage from the flood the prospective oil field near Columwould amount to more than $1,000,- - bus, where the fluid has been discovf
000.
The river fell two and
ered at various times but always in
feet Sunday and continued to recede, small quantities.
though it was still above the thirty- The Pinos Altos Mining and Milling
high-grad-

Thousands ot Koreans have applied
Probably nothing dispels girlish ilfor Russian citizenship, with a view lusions so quickly as marriage.
of Joining the Russian army.
t7ae Moriae after Rxpoanre la Cold,
Cutting Winda and Dust. It Restores,
Refreshes and Promotes Eye Health.
Good for all Kyea that Need Care.
ni niii

UHOuwlLlD

MINING AND OIL

FLEE AS TORRENT
SWEEPS BUSINESS DISTRICT.
CITY IN DARKNESS.

SPREAD

Four million dollars will be spent
by Butte capitalists to put in a pipe
line from that city to the gas wells

at

Byron.
is reported that sulphur mining
operation on a large scale will soon
begin on what has been known as the
Northwest and Yellowstone properties
near Cody.
Work on the drilling of a third well
on the Pulley land at Cody, known as
the Cottonwood anticline, now under
lease to the Mountain States Oil Compuny, will begin as soon as a rig can
be erected.
The giant gas well near Byron
ago
which was capped several

It

s

Quite a number of Indinnapolls people have cottoges in Brown county, to
which they go to spend the week end.
Among theso are Mr. and Mrs. II
,
who have a cozy log house on a hillside near Nashville. Mr. H
Is fond
of a pipe, particularly of a cob pipe.
The other day, having mislaid or lost
this solace of his resting hours, he
called his
and said:
"Josh, go to the grocery and get me
a cob pipe. Well, get two while you're
at it and pick out good ones."
As Josh came out of the grocery
with the pipes in his hand, he was
hailed by a group of acquaintances:
"Hello, Josh, where did you get them
pipes?"
"Mr. II
sent me fur 'em."
"Sent y' fur two."
"Yep."
"Well, one of 'em mug' be fer the
missus. Dinged if I knew before that
she smoked."
And now the news is abroad in the
Brown county hills that Mrs. H
smokes a cob pipe. Indianapolis
News.

Russian petroleum producers are experiencing much inconvenience from a
scarcity of steel wire rope.

Despite the unfavorable conditions
the American Smelting and
Refining Company, with Western
headquarters in Denver, has "blown
in" three furnaces at Monterey, not
far from the scene of the recent mas-acr-

gold

camp.

Eighty-si-

car-toad- s

of better than the average gold
hearing ore were shipped from the

camp.

From the London office of the Camp
Bird Ouray's big mine with a 10,700-foo- t
tunnel in progress it Is stated
that in November last the Camp Bird
produced 2,699 tons of ore, the net
profit therefrom being $34,400. The
Scenta Gertrudis, which is the C'mp
Bird's Mexican property, had a pro
duction of 17,425 tona of silver-golore in November, yielding a profit of
$37,450.

Good progress Is now being made advancing tha breast of the Anderson
tunuel into the northeastern slopo of

Prospect mountain at Leadvllle

Its record of success
hold a promise for you.
THE PERUNA COMPANY
COLUMBUS. OHIO

You can obtain Peruna la tablet form
for convenience.

eaten, and even from some vegetables.
The poor kidneys get tired and backache begins. This is a good time to
take "Anurlc,'' the new discovery of
Dr. Pierce for Kidney trouble and BackNeglected kidney trouble la
ache.
responsible for many deaths, and Insurance Company examining doctora
always test the water of an applicant
before a policy will be issued. Have
you ever set aside a bottle of water
for twenty-fou- r
hours? A heavy sediment or settling sometimes indicates
kidney trouble. If you wish to know
your condition send a sample of your
water to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y., and describe symptoms.
It will be examined without any expense to you, and Dr. Pierce or his
medical staff will inform you truthfully.
Anurlc Is now for sale by dealers, in

QUITE

Vague Questioning.
"Do you believe in whipping?"
"Please be a little specific;
and cream, or children?"

A

REGULAR ATTENDANT

John Inclined to Resent Insinuation
That He Habitually Stayed Away

50c pck'gs.

From Church.

eggs

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
"What's that song they're singing CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
now?"
infants and children, and see that it
" 'Rock of Ages." "
"'Rock of Ages?' Well, that's the
first time I ever heard those words Signature of
to Rock of Ages,' and that's the first In Use for Over 30 Years.
time I ever heard that tune to It. Children Cry fot Fletcher's Castoria
Must be something new. Nice winProbably.
dow they got there, ain't It?"
"I read a funny story about a hair
I should say it is!"
In the soup the other day."
"I don't think I'll care much for
"Must have been a married hare."
your new preacher don't like his collar."
"John!"
"Well, I don't! And I don't like the
way he says 'idear.' neither. If your
other preacher hadn't talked like he
had a lot of potato in his mouth all Can quickly be overcome by
the time, I'd have come oftener. Lots CARTER'S LITTLE
of timos I came here just on your ac- LIVER PILLS.
count, and sat here in misery."
Purely vegetable
"Yes, how many times were you
act surely and
CARTERS
gently on the Á
here In the last year?"
A mm iTTi r I
cure
liver,
I
I IL lliaaaa
V
"Wasn't here last Children's day?"
Biliousness,
I1IVLK I
113
HeadEvidently Hungry.
ache,
Waiter (to Westerner, who is In res- D i 9 7 i.
taurant with city niece) Shall I bring nes3, and Indigestion. They do their dutv.
you a half portion, sirt
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Westerner A what?
Genuine must bear Signature
Niece (interposing) That is the
way you order In these places, uncle.
Westerner Oh, It is! All right,
bring me a
and a quarter-sectioof beef and a few acres of

OStTfd&

"Ye-e-e-

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

y

a a

n

upon the
kind. A common cause of
lessened vigor of body and
mind is improper eating.
Food should be selected
that will supply sound,
nourishment for the
physical and mental forces,
and this is richly supplied by
Nature in the field grains,
well-balanc-

ed

In Mexico,

December was a record breaking
month for Breckenrldge according to
the latest reports from the Summit

Peruna

Is the nation's reliable remedy for
this condition. It restores appetite,
aids digestion, check and remove
inflammation, and thus enable the
membranes.through which we breathe
and through which our food is absorbed, to do their work properly.
Forty-fou- r
years of success, with thousands of testimonials, have established
it as the borne remedy

Kidney, Bladder and Uric Acid troubles bring misery to many. When
the kidneys are weak or diseased,
these natural filters do not cleanse
the blood sufficiently, and the poisons
are carried to all parts of the body.
There follow depression, aches and
pains, heaviness, drowsiness, irritability, headaches, chilliness and rheumatism. In some people there are sharp
pains in the back and loins, distressing
bladder disorders and sometimes obstinate dropsy. The uric acid sometimes
forms into gravel or kidney stones.
When the uric acid affects the muscles
and Joints it causes lumbago, rheumatism, gout or sciatica. This is the time
to send Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y., 10c for large trial package of "Anuria"
During digestion uric acid is absorbed into the system from meat

or Breaks

The Matchless property on Fryer
hill, Leadvllle, is producing a heavy
tonage of low grade carbonate of zinc
from No. 7 shaft. The ore is being
shipped to the Western Zinc Oxide
Company.

until it is followed by indigestion,
colds, congestion or fever. It weakens
the system generally and spreads lis
operations until systemic catarrh or
so acute illness is the result.

BACKACHE, RHEUMATISM AND DROPSY

half-portio-

Colorado.

It means inflammation of a
mucous membrane somewhere in the head, throat,
bronchial tubes, stomach, biliary ducts dr bowels. It always
means stagnant blood the
blood that is full oí impurities. Left alone, it extends

THE NEWEST REMEDY FOR

after months'of effort, again has broken from restraint and is spouting
30,000,000 cubic feet of gas dally. The
roar of the escaping gas can be heard celery. Judge.
for fifteen miles.
The Ohio OH Company, the Wyoming representative of the producing department of the Standard Oil ComOften Food
pany, has taken over all the holdings
of the Valentine syndicate in the
Makes
Torchlight district and Is shipping in
machinery with which to sink additionIt all depends
al wells.

eounty

What Docs
Catarrh Mean?

How It Comes That Indianapolis Lady
Is Unjustly Accused of Smoking Cob Pipe.

NEWS

SlTlNNElíS

1

WESTERN

YUMA. ARIZONA

Community

"""
the

Save

J
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XÑ-

QUICK TO

SCANDAL

FLOOD SWEEPS

Gliddea Tour Wianarr

HfiCO
v
i

5 Passenger, Gray
Davis, Electric Lights

F

B

UÜU

and Starter, 25 H. P.
Greatest hill climber; 8 to 80 mllex on 1 gallon
HMM
milea on one set of tirea.
gaanliue.
8peeilometr, one man molialr top, l'lft

l.ne, H2xH Inrh Urea, weight l.ftO
poitiHlM. MTZ DUlrlbutoro
for Culnratlo,
New Meiico, Wyoming a,ul W eater n Nrbraeka.

!n. wheel

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

Denver, Colorado

i

LIVE AQENT8 WANTED

LOSSES
SUREIY PRFVENTE0
try
Cutttr
BIoklf PHI- -.
fresh, rnlUtila; nrOrnJ by
hty r- -.
W ai torn Ueciunnn becaun
mm
Sta
sapssaj
litar VAMlflM fall,
IMt Wnfl
Write fur booklet and tMii.oDla.a,
10 ft)M
Blaakla. Pilla 1 00
1
. Bits a. Is Pilla 4.C
10 4 9
aLasása
Us a 'if lnjwtor. but Outtra bant,
II
Tha snirwrleritf of Outur product U du to
nly.
rvara of vorUllilng In vaaolaaa antf atrima
nal at an Cuttar'a.
If ur.'rtuluail. order rtWet.
Barkalay,
Calilemla,
THE CUTTER LABORATORY.

BLACK

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD
contains all the nutritive elements of whole wheat and

malted barley, including the
vital mineral salts lacking in
many foods that make up the

usual dietary. These

II r
LJ

ments are imperative
building sturdy brain, nerves
and muscle.
Grape-Nuis economical,
ready to eat direct from the
package
pure, crisp and
delicious.
t

J Vk

Grape-Nut- s
Sold by Grocers.

INSTITUTE

COR. EIGHTEENTH

ANO

CURTIS 8TS.

DENVER. COLO.
Liquor and Drug Addictions

cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies aie administered.

3 S"S

rHUfck'3

HAIR

BALSAM

prvpaxailuo of nivrll.
toil
Ilelpa to 0ra.llcat rlaadrutT.
For RsMtorutf Color an J
BsMutytoGrar ur KadWd Hair,
A

"There's a Reason"
for

or

"VJEELEY"

ele-

for

t.

a y

PATENTS

Oft aalltl

Prunft-U-

olrmnti.WaAb

W. N. Us, DENVER. NO.

hi . Itltcil

JMaal,

Dr. J. G. Egon's
Auto Service to 85 Mine
any time, Day or Night
All classes of Magazines
and Newspapers.
Agency for

Finest

Goods

Bakery

LOCAL & PERSONAL

STAR

THEATRE

Clara Kimball Young

High clans tailoring, cleaning, pressing and altering. LfliJies and Gentle-men- u
suits made at home from $18.00
to $40.00.
See M. P. Farrer, the

HEARTS In EXILE"

Mr Stevens.

L

R.

I.

WRIGHT

i

Blacksmith, Wheel-wrigSpring and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horseshoing.

I
Í

ht

i
I

:

I

W. F. Iiitter is in El Paso for
a few days.

Plenty of Fun, Thrills
and Entertainment

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Interrieden
are spending a few days at the
Mimbres Hot Springs.

15c and 25c

F. R. Coon, cashier of the First
National Bank, is attending the
Cattle Convention at El Paso.

For Our Regular Show
Remember the Price 5c and 10c

OF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

4.

Shubert
Feature of Quality

PRICES

FOR SALE 160 acres patented
land at Onopra, N.M. ; will sell
cheap. Ask at The Liberal.

DIAMOND FROM THE SKY

Every

Tuesday

Fred Kroll, mining engineer of
the 85 Mine, has returned from a
trip to Globe and Miami on com
pany business.

Terrell

(
Jj

"THE APPRECIATED

Ef

CANDIES"

rn nit
it mis
uun cTnor
siunc
hi
We sell so many of these
famously food chocolates that
we can always supply any of the
iu-u-

&

Black

LAWYERS
NEW MEXICO
SILVER CITY
Will be at Lordsburg at the office of
C. W. Marsalls, on tlie first and third
SATURDAY of each month for the
convenience of clients

85 Mine Directory

)p

THE HUNT

OIney and McAllister
Proprietors

k

NEW

LOCATION

The Lordsburg Dairy
FIRST"
Now at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
"SANITATION

and 85 Mine.
ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

LADIES'

&

GENTS' SUITS

Cleaned & Pressed

75c
SPONGED & PRESSED 40c
TROUSERS PRESSED 15c

:FLOYD:
"The Clothes Doctor
Shop at Lordsburg Hotel

"Watt

One EIock and Save

Cellar"

A

SURPRISE GROCERY
STORE COMPANY
' FRANCISCO

HA

HELA

ruoriuEron

Vegetables and
PROMPT Deliveries

Fresh Meats,
Groceries.

-

Phone No.

6 - 2

Rings

Store North of S. P. Tracks

LYMANlírilÁYsl
J

Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona

K

$ Practice in Public Lands and
ti Mining Law a Specialty,
g
scoGcfccoeoeeouoGoeoc

Doll

vfrit'i made

In

Lorduburn

PARLOR

BARBER

SHOP

Felix Jones, prop.
BATHS, LAUNDRY AGENCY

I
Next door to Poatoflic-T LOKOSBURO, - KEWMKXICoT

i

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Iht
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tr lrl pl1ctl!i.
only utf
r.
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mini tlmt I" br co.iiltiitlnla
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uiiKiia HuiiiK t lh1
tube U iiidami you ba
1uU. W lit U tlilaa
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ruiuttltn
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Ib
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i
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.
cured j Hail a Catarrh Curs. fcWud fur clrcu-larfre.
Toledo,
CO.,
0.
j CHEN FY
Sola bf Druvvlats, 7&o.
Taka tlaLl k ajull I'lUa for con tilica.

Dunagan shipped in two
fine Durham milch cows on the
19th and drove them to his ranch.
The Valley was visited by a 16
inch' snow on the night of the
19th and it is melting very slowly,
makings the road3 very soft and
hard to travel.
The roads are so bad that travel
is almost impossible for wagons
on account of the snow, and automobiles are put up on the shelf
B. M. McWhorter and Dee Rain- - waiting until they can bé used
bolt are attending the National once more, so everything is quiet
Live Stock convention in El Paso. as everybody stays home.

At the Star Theatre tonight
(Friday) Manager Brie'l will show
the feature attraction booked for
last Friday, Clara Kimball Young
in "Hearts in Exile." This is
one of the best of Miss Kimball's
productions and will no doubt be
seen by a packed house tonight.
The Universal programme which
is run nightly is proving to be a
big attraction.

Notice Í hcrehv given thnt on ttie 2"ith day of
Jnnunry. A. I. 191ft. The fcHntn Fe Pnrific RrU-ronCo., mnrie Application nt the United Sin tes
Ijmd Office, at Ijnn Cnicf. New Mexico, b
Howel Jones, its Innd Commissioner, to select
under the Act of March 4, 1913, the following
d esc rined lntid.
The west hnlf of the Northwest qunrterand the
North went quarter of the Southwest quarter of
section thirteen: the Northeast quarter of the
out lira st ouarter of section fourteen, in town
ship thirty-onsouth of rautre eiKhteen west of
the New Mexico Meridian Mew Mexico, contain
iiicr one hundred and sixty acres.
The purpose ot this notice is toHllowall persons
cl.'tiuiinK the land .verse y , or desiring to show
it to be mineral in character, an opportunity to
file obiection to such location or selection with
the local officers for the land district in which
: at the land office aforethe land is situate,
said, anil to establish their interests therein, or
thereof.
mineral
character
the
5
John L,. Burn side. Register

NOTICE

:

there-wi-

:

To elect a Board of Directors for the ensu-iir vear.
2nd. To consider the proposition of selling or
bonding and leasing the Twin Peaks Mines to
'
parties now wanting option on snine.
3rd . To consider the question of reorganization
of the compnny.
4th. To consider the proposition of consolidate
ing the Twin Penks interests with the Fniser
Brothers and Newhouse Interests m the New
strike and other mining claims.
This meeting is important to all Stock Holders
of the Twin Penks Mining and Milling company,
and if vou cannot be present, please sign and
return the enclosed proxy in order that you may
be represented at this meeting.
This meeting is called under section 52, General
Coriorntion liws oí me aune oi new Mexico,
1st.

ist mmo Barbor Sbosl

A large number of friends delightfully surprised the Rev. and
Mrs. Huggett Friday night when
they gathered at the Methodist
parsonage to join in the celebration of Mr. and Mrs. Huggett's
forty th'rd wedding anniversary.
A most enjoyable evening was
spent, those enjoying it most being those on whom the surprise
was tendered.
A coterie of Interstate Commerce Commission men arrived
in Lordsburg on Saturday morn-

ing and will Bpend some time
here taking inventory of all the
I in Rear of St Elmo Bar possessions of the Southern Paci?
TWU HI A HIS fic railway at this point, measurft II. S. G1LLUM, PitorRiETOK , g ing every piece of rail, buildings
and all equipment.
The men
J Agency El Paso ütcam tanndry
finished this work at Stein's on
Friday, being there about a week.

S. R.

n DQ11TLETY0UB

,

if

I

I
I

on the young man who is burning the candle At both endi
IMPRESS
is spending his big salary as fast as he makes it the VALUE
OF A BARK ACCOUNT.
Start him on the RIGHT ROAD today.
If he is not hopeless he at once will see the error of his ways. The opening of a bank account has put a stop to many a youth's wild desire to be
a HIGH FLIER.
j

FIRST NAT'L BANK OF LORDSBURG"

A. D. 1916.

Given under our hands this 5th day of Jnnunry

A. D. 1916.
KANE

Of

STOCK

HOLDEB

John Kvnns
John H. Evans
George C. Evans
Joseph F. Fniser
Daniel Fraser
James Fniser
Alex. Fraser
J. H. Briley
Page Windham
G. W. H. Cosper
L. B. Stephens
J. K. Shupp
A. N. Newhouse....

NUKBEI

Of

SHAKES

Under New Management

2.100
3.500
100

Central Bar

67.000
67.000
67.O0O

67.000
500

1.000

L.

200
1.000
1.506

J. MORRIS, HARRY WRIGHT
PROPRIETORS

30,000

Fine Grade of Bottled Goods and
Cigars, "Wines and all classes of
Fancy Liquors. Keg Beer on Tap

Notice Of Dissolution.
Mrs. J. S. Thurman arrived in
town last week to join her hus
Notice is hereby given that the
band who is employed in the firm of Johnson & McCauley is
We havft opened an ASSAY
OFFICE in Lordsburg,
hardware department of the dissolved by mutual consent
where expert attention
Eagle Drug Mercantile Co.
J. W. Johnson will take over the
will be given to General
business and pay all debts of
Assaying.
A basket supper was given at said firm and collect all accounts
Charges Reasonable.
night,
house
the
the school
last
due said firm.
receipts from which to be applied Lordsburg, New Mexico, January
Bonney Mining Company.
to the athletic fund of the school 16, 1916.
There was a large attendance.
F. 0. McCauley,
J. W. Johnson
The minstrel show of local tal
ent is progressing nicely and the
Custom Assay Office big programme will be given in
ATTENTION
weeks.
Detailed All Knights of Pythias, Whether in
about
three
Critchett & Ferguson
Good Standing or Not:
announcements will soon be made
In line with the movement to esMiss Cleo Allen, daughter of tablish a national Pythian sana
REPRESENTATIVE FOR ORE SHIPPERS
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. French, went torium, it is desired to gather sta
P. O. Box 712 El Paso, Texas.
to Las Cruces on Saturday, where tistics as to the number of members
she has accepted a position in the of the order in New Mexico, whose
is or was held in
department store of the Manasse membership
lodges outside of New Mexico
Brothers.
These statistics are desired for the
Assayer and Chemist
James K. Blair, chief of police purpose of submitting them to the
of Santa Rita and Hurley, Clyde supreme lodge Knights of Pythias
Agent for Ore Shippers
its meeting in Portland, Ore'
Jones, J.r. at banta Rita and at
at the Douglas Smelters.
gon in August, 1916, in order that
were
visitors here the Pythian membership in the
Herb Robinson
GOLt ANO 8ILVKK BULLION
I'l KCII AS.KD
on Wednesday spending the day State of New Mexico may be
355 10: h St.
Box 392
with Harry Thome, manager of known.
IHtl'tiLA, AltlZONA.
the Bonney mine, and also visiting All Knights of Pythias who are
with J. W. Jackson at the 85 Mine. or were members of lodges outside
of New Mexico, now living in New
Don Rath bun, of the firm of Mexico, are requested to fill out
Rathbun Mix Company, of El the coupon below and mail it to
Protect Yourself and Family
Paso, Texas, was a business visi Hugh H. Williams, supreme repre
With Insurance In
American Nat' I Insurance Co. tor in Lordsburg on Saturday sentative, banta ie, New Mexico
Mr. Rathbun has built up quite a
Cut This Out
Of GalTeston, Ttiu
trade in southern Grant county
Address enquiries to Box 882, Lordttburg
undersigned is or was a
The
in supplying retailers and con member of
tractors with building materials, Lodge
No
Knights of Py
paints and clay products.
thias, located in
HarryHoughland.who for some State of
8 time was a contractor and build Heathseeker
8
er in Lordsburg, arrived here on
THOS. A. LISTER
Tuesday morning and will again Please answer
locate in the best little town in Signed
J?
KFAL KSTATK AND
the Southwest. Mr. Houghland Address
MIMNO PltOI'KHTIKS
J
VI
left Lordsburg last May and has
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
5
Lordsburg, New Mexico, h been all over the west since then. Department of th Interior, U. S. Land Offle
at Lai Cruces, N. M January 19. 1918.
He says there's no place like
Notlc t hereby given that Paries Wright
Lordsburg.
of Lordsburg, N. M.. who, on January 14, 1918,

!

FRESH MEATS
Prompt

NOTICE

ANIMAS ITEMS

AT THE STAK

I ASSAY OFFICE

II. L. SWINK, Owner
X

Stat

A

cattle owners attending the
VCO6COO0O0O0COSCOCOS
El Paso convention,
AUTO DELIVERY
The eyesore rubbish pile at the
rear of seven business houses on
J. W. JOHNSON
Main street, was removed this
week. Let others follqw.
85 MINE STORE
State manager Armstrong of
:
or
n i ices iti,a iime oo
ít
jr
inuitv the () hver I vnewnrer ( ,o.. was
siunii
Scamp. Free Automobile De-- 0 here luesday cornering with K,
jjlivery anywhere in this vicin-- b M. Reynolds, the local agent.
jjity. Get Johnson's Prices Be-Marsalis and Fry have settled
Ofore You Buy.
8 with the 85 Mining Company in
the matter of a conflicting mining
(booooQececooooooisooco'.eodi claim. The settlement was made
out of court.
George Elgerly Washington
Assayers and Miners
Galloway, an itinerating fiddler,
has been in town this week afford
ing the citizens much amusement.

"85" Meat Market
h

Scrinl No. 1177
of th
Interior. United
Mnd Office nt L Cruce. New Mexico.

Tctnrtment

a visit to her aunt, Mrs. Shaw, of Special Meeting of Stock Holders
for a few weeks
WHEREAS the Bnnrd of Directors of the Twin
Peakn Mining and Millinit Compmiy failed to call
Stock Hohierans proGeneral Manuel Ochoa, a late the nnniuil meeting of the
vided in the articles of incorporation of tfaid
Villa commander of Jaurez, Méx., company
IR HHRKBY GIVF.N that
accompanied by his family, are heNOT1CR
Special Meetime of the Stock Holders of the
Twin Peaks Mining and Milling Company held
Lordsburg visitors.
at the main office of the company, nt Twin peaks
County of ('.rant. State of New Mexico, at
S. M. Chase, J. W. Cureton Camp.
In o'cltx:k a.m.. on the 24th day of February, A.D.
1916. for the purpose of transacting the following
and Sam Foster are among the business

--

CLUBÍ

REALTY BARGAINS
80

or Los Angeles, California, on

local

These are the kind you see
advertised in
thb Saturday Evenino Post
and re What Sho Wantat

Oh splush!

French.

Mrs. W. C. Rubesch left Friday

v

W

Johnston popular auortmentfc
And alwaya Froth

translated all the Ford jokes into

acres patented land within a
Lordsburg.
Brick house
A fine line of toilet articles. Per- mile of
fS,000.
fumes, facial creams, soap, etc. Just and improved property.
received.
Call and look over the big- See sample of crop at Western Libgest line ever brought to Lordsburg. eral offica.

tailor.

A Five Act

I

The ladies have discovered a

new society lion in Lordsburg. He's

made homestead entry No. 07917, for SVjSEW
SUjSWW. Section 24, Township Í0 8.. Range
17 w., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final three-yeproof,
to establish claim to the land above described,
before Karla V. Bush, U. 8. Commissioner,
at Lordsburg, N. M., on the 2nd day of March

Your Patronage

Solicited

v Convenience
Are ;oi latine aHiie of tai?
Lordsburg

Why bother with smoky lamps these dark nights ?
The cost of wiring your house and supplying you
with electricity is very, very low. You cannot
afford to be without electricity. Come to the
office and let's talk it over.
s

'

.

EXCELLENT WATER SERVICE
Let us Pipe it to Your Home

LorflsMri

Power

Company

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

1U18.

Claimant names aa witnesses!
Vane P. Gould. E. R. Wright, Yimou Wright,
Hud Daniels, all of Lordsburg, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDB
Jan.
25
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces. N. M., January 19, 1918.
Notica is hereby given that Laurence P.
Dobson of Rodeo. N. M
who, on January 2,
1913, made homestead entry No. 07887, for
NWVil NW'SWV4. Sec, 12. LoU 1, 2 and 8
See. 11, Township 29 8., Range 22 W.. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
final three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Asa O. Garland,
U. 8. Commissioner, at Rodeo, N. M., on the
na day of March 1918.
Claimant names aa witnesses l
D. M. Phillips, E. C. Dobson, R. R. Timbrel,
O. V. Smith, all ot Rodeo, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNS1DE
20
Jan.
Register

Nesch's Butter Crust Bread
BEST on EARTH

Every Loaf Wrapped

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery
Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headquarters for everything in the Ba'kery Line. Special orders for
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
i

'

We Have Big Business,

aol vc Want

Our Guarantee Protects You.

Out-of-To-

YOUR

Business

Orders Solicited

Phone 38

Paul Nesch, Proprietor

J. II. Henson, Manrger

